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ABSTRACT

This document is a compilation of material collected as the results of a work-

shop, Applications of Accelerators, held at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,

1-2 December 1993. The material collected here has been edited for style and to

minimize duplication. Footnotes will identify the original source of the material.

We believe that the reader will find that this document has something for every

interest. There are applications in the fields of health, food preservation, energy,

environmental monitoring and protection, and industrial processing. Many of the

examples discussed have already passed the demonstration stage. Most of the oth-

ers are the subject of active accelerator research. Taken as a whole, the particle

accelerator field contains a wealth of application opportunities, some already in

use, and many more ready to be exploited.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Particle accelerators have found many applications in areas far from the fields

of particle and nuclear physics for which they were originally developed. They have

fulfilled the promise of basic research; i.e., that practical applications would more

than justify the investment made with public funds.

The medical application of accelerators alone is a large business. Ill addition

to the thousands of electron machines (producing x rays) there are now, in the

world, 16 heavy-charged-particle facilities for cancer treatment, with the National

Cancer Advisory Board saying that the U.S., alone, will eventually need 500 facili-

ties. Nuclear medicine, for both therapeutic and diagnostic purposes, in the United

States only, performs some 10 million procedures a year. Nuclear medicine gen-

erates around a billion dollars of business per year. Producing electron machines

is worth more than half-a-billion dollars per year. Proton machines promise to be

a comparable industry. Providing medical accelerators to the rest of the world,

just to bring the availability of these facilities to the level now enjoyed in the U.S.,

projects to several tens-of-billion dollars. To that prospect, one can add the pro-

duction of accelerators for ion implantation, polymer fixing, sterilization of drugs,

and waste processing. In the field of energy production, the use of accelerators

ranges from oil well logging, to the production of neutral beams for fusion. In the

future, we may well have, as a primary source of energy, beams of heavy ions pro-

ducing inertial fusion, or advanced accelerator-driven fission systems. Accelerators

are contributing, now in these applications, billions of dollars to the gross national

product. From the opportunities documented in this survey, it is clear that much

more will occur in the future.

Synchrotron radiation sources are based upon the use of accelerator technology,

namely, storage rings. Their applictions range from biological crystal studies, med-

ical use (angiograms), surface studies, and catalytic studies, to x-ray lithography

for microcircuit production. The potential impact of the lithography application

could be very large if it succeeds in attracting a significant fraction of tlle $10 B
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that the semiconductor industry spends each year on capital equipment.

There are also diverse uses for future applications of the technology developed

for accelerators, such as superconducting magnets, and the use of such nascent de-

velopments as free-electron lasers for transmitting power to communication satel-

lites.

In collecting material for this document Applications of Accelerators, we have

asked the authors in each case to give a brief description of the science, the present

state of the application, and future possibilities. We do not include the traditional

use of accelerators in high-energy and nuclear physics. Although the applications

discussed here lie outside of the range of interests of these traditional uses, they can

generally be shown to have been the beneficiaries of the research for high-energy

and nuclear physics.

The material included here was collected as a result of a brief, hastily assem-

bled workshop on Accelerator Applications, held at SLAC on December 1-2, 1993.

The session was organized by W. B. Herrmannsfeldt, and it is he who is principally

responsible for the organization of the material that follows. This is not a compre-

hensive survey of the field, but within the time available to accumulate material, a

very extensive document has resulted. We wish to thank those who attended the

meeting and/or contributed material; we wish to especially thank A.N. Skrinsky,

INP, Novosibirsk.



2. MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The life sciences have provided a fertile ground for applications of accelera-

tors, with spectacular successes in many areas. From cancer therapy to nuclear

medicine, from diagnostic imaging to basic structural crystallography, accelerators

have facilitated impressive advances in our knowledge, and ability to treat, and of-

ten cure previously uncurable diseases. The promise for the future is equally bright.

Many new developments, already demonstrated in the laboratory, are poised for

widespread application. To reap this harvest of investment in basic research, mainly

by the Federal establishment, a commitment to support laboratories and industry

is required to complete the technological developments and bring these concepts

to the marketplace or to life-sciences research centers where further gains can be

made in improving the quality of healthcare.

A typical complaint heard is that such new devices or systems are unaffordably

expensive. In fact, society must continue to invest in new technology. Time and

time again analyses of the cost-benefits of new systems, reveal that the long-term

savings and benefits of new ideas have amply rewarded the investments in their

development. Furthermore, while initial costs of a system may be high, market

forces and high utilization resulting from experience, invariably bring costs down.

The evolution of the medical electron accelerator is a case in point. While the

first accelerators used for radiation therapy were massive high-voltage systems and

unwieldy betatrons, the perceived value of the therapy, and the simultaneous pres-

sure for more tractable hardware led to the development and extremely successful

marketing of the compact electron linac now found in over a thousand hospitals

worldwide. In this case, system size and cost were reduced as the technology

matured.

In other cases, technological maturity did not reduce the cost of individual

units, however the value of the product or service delivered, measured either as
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financial return or as superior quality, has amply justified the cost. A good ex-

ample is in the recent spectacular developments in medical imaging. Although

significantly more expensive than normal x-ray units, CT and MRI scanners have

revolutionized medical sciences and have without question improved the quality of

health care. This technology is still on the path towards maturity, and although

costs have dropped from initial levels, over the next years as markets expand and

experience is gained, costs will come down further.

Parallels can be drawn with many of the applications discussed in the following

pages. Although, for example, a dedicated proton therapy facility will cost around

$50M today, best estimates are that in addition to delivering cancer treatments of

superior quality to those available with x rays, efficiencies inherent in the use of

protons have the potential for bringing the cost of treatment down to, or below

the levels of comparable x-ray treatments. To achieve these goals, one must not be

daunted by large capital outlays, but instead realize that these are wise investments

in improved future medical diagnostics and treatment.

2.2 HOSPITAL-BASED ACCELERATORS FOR RADIATION TIIERAPY

2.2.1 Introduction*

About 40% of the adult population of the United States will contract cancer

at some point; about one-half of these patients will receive radiation therapy. A

rapidly increasing portion of this treatment is delivered by small electron linear

accelerators. About one-half of all radiation therapy patients are treated with

curative intent. The remaining one-half are treated for palliation, that is, for relief

or prevention of specific symptoms.

The estimated number of new cancer cases in the U.S. in 1993 is 1,170,000 and

the total number of new radiotherapy patients is over 550,000, plus about 150,000

patients returning for retreatment of persistent or recurrent disease. There are over

, Text provided by Eiji Tana)e, Varian Associates, Palo Alto. CA
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3,000 radiation therapy accelerators in the U.S. treating an average of 230 patients

per year per machine. The median treatment for cure is about 25-35 fractions

of 200 cGy in 25 to 35 days for a total of 5,000 to 7,000 cGy. Of those patients

exhibiting localized disease, 56% will be cured.

More than 50% of radiation therapy machines in the world are located in North

America, yet only 5% of the world population is in this area. A similar distribution

of facilities in the entire world would project to a huge market in excess of 50,000

machines in the near future to serve the world population of 5 billion. I{&:D that

reduces the cost and complexity of radiotherapy accelerators would help put this

technology within the means of more of the world's hospitals.

2.2.2 Electron Linacs t

State-of-the-art therapy machines are based on compact electron linacs rang-

ing in energy from 4 to 50 MeV, delivering radiation in the form of x-rays (from

bremmstrahlung) or the primary electron beams themselves. These linacs are inte-

grated with very compact gantry assemblies allowing the radiation to be delivered

isocentrically around a patient.

The median price for a full radiation therapy apparatus based on this technol-

ogy is about $1M, a price affordable for the healthcare providers in the developed

world, but somewhat high for third-world hospitals.

Although a very mature technology now, with several major industrial suppliers

(Varian, Siemens, GE(France), Philips, and several others), there is still need for

continuing R&D activities towards a better product, in areas of increased reliability,

reduced cost and size, and ease of maintenance. In addition, the development of

new technologies that would significantly reduce the cost of units would open up

vast new markets in the third-world.

t Text provided by Eiji Tanabe, Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA.
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2.2.3 Proton Therapy _

Very significant improvements have been made in the efficacy of radiation treat-

ments over the almost 100 years in which radiation has been employed in fighting

cancer. Many of these have occurred in the last ten to fifteen years, aided in no

small measure by the development of superb diagnostic imaging devices to clearly

identify Lhe diseased tissue. Key to the increased success of radiation treatments

has been the development of techniques for better delivering the radiation dose to

the tumor while minimizing radiation damage to normal tissue in the body. Pro-

ton beams offer the potential for further significant improvements in effective dose

delivery to diseased tissue.

Electrons or photons are used in most radiation treatments now. Electrons

deposit their energy over a broad peak, photons simply by exponential absorption.

Protons and heavier ions have an intrinsic advantage for far superior dose local-

ization capability: a definite range with sharp dose enhancement at the end of

the range (Bragg peak), with very good distal and lateral dose falloff. Clinicians

are taking advantage of these characteristics to deposit a high dose in irregularly-

shaped tumor volumes while sparing the surrounding healthy tissues and critical

organs. The resulting clinical expectations are enhanced tumor control with re-

duced complications. Over four decades, highly productive R&D has been carried

out at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, the Massachusetts General IIospital (in

conjunction with Harvard University), and other centers around the world to de-

velop the clinical efficacy of proton and other "heavy charged-particle" beams.

Most effective utilization of these beams requires complex techniques, particu-

larly in correlating treatment delivery with 3-dimensional treatment planning, and

with actual delivery of beams to the irregular 3-dimensional target volumes. Cur-

rent technical solutions are costly and highly complex. In addition, the current

generation of accelerator technology, isocentric beam-transport and controls are

:_Text provided by Jose Alonso and William Chu, LBL and Ronald L. Martin, ANL and
ACCTEK Associates.
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very large and also very costly. Considerable R&D and innovation will be required

to bring the capital costs and actual costs of treatment down to levels where proton

therapy can be competitive with current treatment modalities.

Some 16 facilities worldwide are now treating cancer patients using accelerated

proton and light-ion beams (3 in the U.S.), and more than 14,000 patients have

been treated. The first hospital-based dedicated medical proton facility has been

in operation for three years now, at Loma Linda CA, and has treated over 700

patients. The field now is poised for major expansion: more than a dozen facilities

are in the planning st:_ge worldwide, several of them being hospital-based. In a

report prepared in 1992 for the National Cancer Advisory Board §, the national

need for proton therapy was analyzed. Based on the number of cancer patients

who would benefit from proton therapy, one conclusion of the report (page 13)

was that the U.S. will eventually need 500 facilities with proton or proton-like

capabilities.

Given the state of today's beam-delivery techniques, a synchrotron is the pre-

ferred accelerator for proton therapy because of its energy variability (for treating

both shallow and deep-seated tumors) and high duty factor (giving long flat-top

spills for evenness in beam scanning). The clinical specifications for treating cancer

patients with protons require an energy range of 70-250 MeV with an output of

1011 protous per second. One proton facility with three rotating gantry rooms (for

isocentric delivery of the beam) and one fixed horizontal beam room could treat

more than 1000 patients per year. The cost of such a medical facility would be

about $50M, which is divided approximately equally between the conventional fa-

cility (including buildings and shielding) and technical components. These capital

costs compare favorably to those of a conventional facility properly equipped to

deliver conformal therapy to an equivalent number of patients.

It is clear that significant commercial potential exists in the field of proton

§ "Proton Beam Therapy: Rationale, Current Status, Future Prospects and Economic Impli-
cations," Report to NCAB by a Select Panel Appointed by the Board of Scientific Coun-
sellors, Division of Cancer Treatment (DCT), Lester J. Peters, MD (Chair), May 6, 1992.



therapy, but the cost-effective development of the technology requires close col-

laborative work between industry and national laboratories to ensure appropriate

technology transfer.

2.2.4 Fast Neutron Therapy _[

Fast neutron therapy is used to treat cancerous tumors that are resistant to

electron and photon radiation therapy. This therapy is available at a number of

hospitals and at two physics laboratories throughout the world. Clinically effective

fast neutron beams are produced when protons or deuterons with energies greater

than 50 MeV strike beryllium targets. In most hospitals the charged beams are

produced by conventional cyclotrons, though the recently established facility at

Harper Grace Hospital in Detroit uses a superconducting cyclotron mounted on

a gantry. The highest energy proton beams (66 MeV) for fast neutron therapy

are found at the two physics laboratories. The National Accelerator Centre in

South Africa uses a separated sector cyclotron and the Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory uses a proton linac.

Recent advances in the technology of radiofrequency quadrupole linacs and

the availability of 425 MHz rf systems have made it possible to build hospital

based proton linacs for fast neutron therapy and isotope production. Clinicians at

Linkoping University and Regional Hospital in Sweden, are planning to install a

proton linac for this purpose within the next few years.

2.3 RESEARCH INTO NEW MODALITIES OF RADIATION THERAPY

2.3.1 Boron Neutron Capture Therapy ?

Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is a method for treating inoperable

brain tumors. Epithermal neutrons pass through the outer regions of tissue with

¶ Text provided by Arlene Lennox, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
t Text provided by Ken Frankel and Tom Fessenden, LBL
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modest damage, interacting preferentially with boron which has been incorporated

into a drug which selectively binds to the tumor cells.

Survival probabilities for patients with glioblastoma multiforme are very low

and there is a significant national need to find an effective treatment. BNCT may

fulfill this role as a treatment modality for this disease (and possibly other can-

cers). If it should find clinical application, it is clear that accelerator technology

will play a significant role in the delivery of cost-effective treatments. Although re-

search into this technique dates from the 1960's, recent advances in boron-carrying

pharmaceuticals and clinical results in Japan and Europe have revitalized interest

in BNCT.

BNCT at the present time relies on neutron beams fl'om nuclear reactors, IIow-

ever, there is general agreement that it will be necessary to develop high current

accelerators for use in the clinical hospital environment. Calculations indicate that

to obtain treatment, times of less than 30 minutes, proton beam currents of 100

mA (average) at energies of 2.5 MeV for the p-Li reaction and 4 MeV for the p-Be

reaction will be required. While the radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator

has been the primary choice for a 2.5 MeV proton accelerator, other technologies

involving high-voltage acceleration are now viewed as having significant promise

in this application. The development of high-current accelerators utilizing electro-

static quadrupole focusing channels in a high-voltage column (this configuration is

called an ESQ accelerator) has been an ongoing effort for fusion activities, both for

the magnetic fusion (neutral-beam injection) and the heavy-ion fusion programs.

Building on many years of research at various laboratories, particularly in Russia

and at LBL, excellent progress has been made towards meeting the goals of high

current at megavoltage energies. Specifications of accelerators for these fusion

programs are quite comparable to requirements for BNCT, so technology-transfer

opportunities exist in this field. R&D is needed to optimize accelerator designs

and configurations for this application, as well as to continue development of RFQ

technology.
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2.3.2 Heavy-Ion Therapy*

Radiation therapy with ions whose mass is between that of helium and neon,

at energies from 100 MeV/amu to over 600 MeV/amu, has been performed at

LBL accelerators, the 184-inch Synchrocyclotron (helium) and the Bevalac (all

ions) from the early 1960's until the closure of the last of these accelerators in

1992. Over 2500 patients were treated in this period, with extremely favorable

indications as to the effectiveness of the treatments. Similar in many ways to

proton beams in that radiation damage is accentuated at the end of the particle

range, heavier ions offer several physical advantages over protons. Because of

the higher charge of the ions, the concentration of biological damage is greater

around the track of the incident ion (c< Z2), leading to less repair of the radiation

damage. This can increase the effectiveness of treatment to those tumor types that

are known to be particularly radiation-resistant. (To minimize damage to normal

tissue along the entrance path to the tumor, ion masses heavier than neon are

not recommended.) A second advantage is that because of heavier masses, these

ions suffer less range-straggling and multiple-scattering and so offer better dose

localization than protons. Fragmentation reactions of the incident beam tend to

diffuse this edge sharpness somewhat, but on the other hand offer a diagnostic and

treatment-verification possibility since many of the reaction products are positron

emitters that can pinpoint the location where the beam has stopped.

The Heavy-Ion Therapy program was pioneered at the Bevalac at LBL, and

with the closure of this facility no other source of these ions is available for con-

tinuation of this program in this country. The Japanese are commissioning a large

therapy-oriented heavy-ion facility (HIMAC, with ions up t_, Si at 800 MeV/amu)_

while the Germans at GSI (with capabilities very similar to those of the Bevalac)

are now seriously contemplating starting a therapy program.

, Text provided by Jose Alonso, LBL.
t "Japanese Project Aims to Harness Heavy Ions to Kill Malignant Cells," Andrew Pollack,

New York Times, Dec. 21, 1993, p. B7.
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While a strong argument can be made that proton therapy is ready for rou-

tine use in a hospital setting, a facility for therapy with heavy ions using today's

technology is quite large and costly. A 1984 study provided a 3-treatment-room

facility at a cost of $71M (FY84), probably about double that in today's dollars.

The HIMAC facility in Japan is around $300 to $400 M, but provides capabili-

ties over what is minimally required for therapy. In addition, isocentric delivery

remains a daunting technological problem for heavy ions. Clinically, one wishes

to treat a patient in the supine position, bringing the beam around the patient to

enter from any angle. The beam transport system needed, mounted on a rotating

"gantry" is already very large for protons (at Loma Linda the devices employed

are 13 meters in diameter), the much higher rigidity of heavy ion beams makes the

devices totally impractical. Technological challenges remain for the most effective

clinical application of heavy ions.

Nonetheless, the physical advantages of heavy ion treatment clearly calls for

at least one research center in the U.S. where treatments can be performed, and

where the radiobiology and physics research relevant to therapy and space-radiation

effects programs can be implemented.

2.4 DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATIONS

2.4.1 Proton Radiography and Computed Tomography t

The superiority in density resolution for radiography with protons and heavy

ions over that with x rays for the same deposited dose (a factor of 5 through

20 grams of tissue equivalent material) was demonstrated at ANL and LBL in

the mid 1970's. Somewhat higher energy than for therapy is required in order

to completely penetrate the subject, but the required intensity is 100 times less.

Some loss of spatial resolution is caused by multiple Coulomb scattering, but the

loss is not serious. Computed tomography with ion beams has been demonstrated

t P_onald L. Martin, Argonne National Lab. and ACCTEK Associates.
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at LANL and LBL with density resolution clearly superior to results obtained

with conventional x-ray systems. Neither of the techniques employed by these

groups, however, was suitable for practical use in a hospital because of the long i

data acquisition times.

With the current interest in proton therapy has come a renewed look at radio-

graphy with proton beams. For one reason, the more accurate determination of

electron density would allow for higher precision in treatment planning by speci-

fying with greater accuracy the energy of proton beams required to reach specific

sites in the target volume. In addition, the availability of an on-line diagnostic

tool offers very significant advantages in patient alignment verification, as well as

monitoring of patient or organ motion during treatments.

Key to successful development of proton radiography is solving detector and

data acquisition problems. Recent SBIR-funded studies by ACCTEK have begun

addressing these issues, with promising indications that practical application of

this technique in a clinical setting is entirely feasible.

2.4.2 Scanning-Electron-Beam Computed Tomography $

l

The Imatron Company has been manufacturing Ultrafast TM scanning electron

beam CT scanners since 1983. Ir contrast to conventional CT scanners, in which

a high power x-ray tube must be mechanically rotated around the patient and

scan times are typically measured in seconds, scanning electron beam scanners are

capable of scan times down to 33 msec and can therefore freeze the motion of a

beating heart.

These scanners operate by scanning a high power electron beam in a circular

arc around a tungsten target inside a double-walled conical vacuum vessel. This

produces the required moving x-ray beam spot. The x rays are collimated into a

thin fan, penetrate the patient and are detected by a multi-element scintillation

:_Text pro:'ided by Roy E. Rand, Imatron, Inc., South San Francisco CA.
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detector. The detector data is processed and reconstructed into a tomographic

image.

Typical electron beam parameters are 140 kV, 600 mA (84 kW). This is a

true dc beam which may be on for many tens of seconds during which hundreds of

scans are made. Tile beam optics system consists of a solenoid focusing coil, crossed

dipole coils for beam deflection and scanning and crossed quadrupole coils for beam

shaping. The final beam spot is required to be approximately elliptical, with minor

diameter in the direction of motion, less than 1 ram, and major diameter in the

radial direction, about 10 ram.

There are now approximately 50 Imatron scanners operating throughout the

world. They have made possible diagnoses unobtainable by any other method,

particularly in the field of heart disease. Applications include studies of blood flow

and cardiac wall motion, the location of infarctions and thromboses, patency of

by- pass grafts, etc. In most cases, the images generated in these examinations can

be displayed as "movies" revealing otherwise undetectable malfunctions. A recent

application of the scanners is the detection and quantification of coronary artery

calcification, an indicator of arterial stenosis. In contrast to angiography, which

it can eliminate in many cases, this procedure is noninvasive, relatively cheap and

involves only low radiation dose.

The superior technical advantages of this method for diagnostic imaging which

include extremely rapid scan rates and the total absence of moving parts, point to

a bright market future for this concept. To fully realize these possibilities, R&D

efforts are required to improve system efficiencies and to reduce the unit costs.

Such efforts are underway, but can strongly benefit from further involvement of

the Federal research establishment.
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2.4.3 Coronary Angiography Using Synchrotron Radiation*

The monochromaticity, collimation and intensity of x-ray beams produced from

a synchrotron source provide unique opportunities for medical imaging. One medi-

cal application that has already had extensive development, first at SSRL and now

at NSLS, is imaging of the coronary arteries using a much safer venous injection

of contrast, agent. This technique will allow research on coronary artery disease

and clinical applications of coronary angiography which are currently impossible

because of the risk (often fatal) of the standard imaging technique which requires

an arterial injection of contrast agent.

A dedicated medical imaging facility has been built at NSLS and imaging of

patients has begun. The facility is at the end of a 5 Tesla superconducting wiggler

beamline. A Si(lll) crystal monochromator produces a pair of fan x-ray beams

which are tuned to energies above and below the iodine K edge at 31.2 keV. The

beams cross at the patient position and then diverge into a dual-row, 1200 element

Si(Li) detector. Following an injection of an iodine contrast agent, a series of paired

images are obtained simultaneously by translating the patient up and down in a

scanning chair at 12 cm/s. The logarithmic difference images are very sensitive to

the contrast agent and minimally sensitive to intervening tissue and bone. A total

of 16 patients have been imaged at NSLS and research plans are being developed

to study many more patients with this technique.

Over 5G0,000 coronary angiograms are done in the U.S. every year. The cost

of these procedures is at least $2 B/year. This new synchrotron-based technique,

besides being a very valuable research tool for the evaluation of coronary artery

disease, may become a useful diagnostic and screening method for a larger number

of patients. Since the method is much safer and is an out-patient procedure, it

may find wider application in the continuing followup of patients who have had a

previous angioplasty or bypass operation to evaluate the status of their arteries. It

could also be useful for screening patients who have large risk factors for coronary

, Text provided by Al Thompson, LBL
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artery disease. Therefore it may become economically justified to build dedicated

synchrotrons for medical imaging applications. Such dedicated machines would

cost much less than current scientific synchrotrons since many requirements for

excellent beam quality are not necessary for this applicaSon. In addition, other

medical technologies such as cerebral computed tornography and cancer radiation

therapy may find such sources economical and useful for advanced applications.

2.5 OTtIER MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF ACCELERATOR TECIINOLOGY

2.5.1 The National Biomedical 'f_racer Facility Initiative t

Nuclear medicine has developed into a mature discipline, with well-accepted

clinical procedures in both therapeutic and diagnostic areas, as well as a thriving

research community. In fact, with some 10 million procedures performed in the

U.S. per year, nuclear medicine generates about $1 B of business per year.

Key to the success in the field is tile supply of suitable radioactive isotopes.

The short lifetimes of many of the isotopes of interest has led to the developmenti

of commercial suppliers with continuous production capability and excellent distri-

bution networks. In addition, many of the larger Positron Emission Tomography,

(PET) centers are now acquiring their own cyclotrons for producing the required

activity in close proximity to the site of actual use.

In the early days of the field, isotopes were available only as a sideline from lab-

oratories with accelerators or reactors typically involved in nuclear physics research.

As applications for specific isotopes became well established, the commercial sec-

tor became involved as a supplier, leading to the formation of several companies

marketing these isotopes, as well as providing the impetus for the development of

small, compact, economical and reliable accelerators (mostly cyclotrons) for pro-

ducing the isotopes.

t Text provided by Jose Alonso, LBL, see also the Proceedings of the Purdue National
Biomedical Tracer Facility Workshop, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana, April 28-
30, 1992.
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The list of isotopes now available from commercial suppliers is quite limited;

researchers in the field have expressed great interest in exploring the potential ap-

plicability of a large number of other isotopes that are not within the capabilities

of the accelerators accessible to these suppliers. Initial work with many of these

isotopes, those which must be produced with higher-energy accelerators, have been

conducted with isotopes supplied by research laboratories with suitable accelera-

tors. However these supplies have been very limited, and have not allowed for

the most effective pace of research activities. In large measure this arises because

of restricted availability of beamtime causing uncertain supply, limited operating

schedules of these accelerators leading to the lack of a continuous supply, or less-

than-ideal beam conditions for production of the desired isotopes.

To rectify this situation, the nuclear medicine community has developed a

proposal for a dedicated facility, named the National Biological Tracer Facility,

(NBTF) dedicated to providing a focus for research into isotope production, and

to ensure a suitable supply of advanced isotopes for continuing medical research.

The accelerator should produce proton beams of 100 MeV at about 1 mA. Strong

emphasis is placed on targeting, chemistry, waste-handling procedures and training.

Anticipated cost for the NBTF is around $40M, with revenues from the sale of

isotopes anticipated to be in the order of $7 to $10M per year. DOE-OHER has

recently released (I0/14/93) a solicitation for grant proposals for Project Definition

Studies for the NBTF. These studies will provide technical and economic data to

assist DOE in its decision to approve the project for construction.

2.5.2 Space-Radiation Effects on Manned Space Missions*

The cosmic ray environment has been well characterized now, based on exten-

sive satellite studies over the past twenty years. Key to these studies has been

the development and calibration of instrumentation that could not have been per-

formed without the aid of a high-energy heavy-ion accelerator. The Bevalac at

:_Text provided by Jose Alonso, LBL
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LBL has served as this platform, and as data have returned from instrumentq

flown on satellites it has become clear that the ion-mass and energy of beams from

this accelerator match very closely the actual radiation environment encountered

in _pace. Now that the environment h,_s been defined, these same beams become

cri:.ical for assessing the effects of such an environment on human subjects exposed

to them.

Space-radiation effects studies became a high priority for NASA when it was

realized that, on a 3-year Mars mission (or for extended space habitation outside

the earth's magnetic fields) about 30% of the DNA in an astronaut's body will be

damaged by a cosmic ray of Z > 6. Understanding effects of such long-term low-

dose exposures is critical. In additioa, during solar flares the radiation background

increases many orders of magnitude, with lethal doses delivered in a few hours.

Cost-effective design of suitable shields is critical. The galactic cosmic ray spectrum

has large abund,ances of light ions (C,N,O), as well as a significant anaount of Fe,

with the peak of tile energy spectrum at about 1 GeV/amu, falling off roughly

exponentially on both sides.

Unfortunately, the Bevalac has been closed, leaving the community with no

source of beams to perform these critical studies in the United States. While

iron beams of suitable energy are available in Europe, access to them is difficult

and expensive. A proposal to add slow-extraction and experimental areas to the

Booster at the AGS at Brookhaven National Laboratory is the nearest solution to

this problem, and should be pursued as aggressively as possible.

2.5.3 Medical Applications of Free-Electron Lasers _

The variable-output-wavelength property of the free-electron laser (FEL) has

attracted the interest of researchers in medicine and biology. In the simplest terms,

the color differentiation of various kinds of tissues suggests that a given wavelength

§ Text provided by H. B. Knowles,Physics Consulting, El Sobrante CA.
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may be more readily absorbed by one tissue type than by another. It is thus postu-

lated that an experimental facility with a variable wavelength could identify critical

wavelengths for biomedical use. Such wavelengths could then be incorporated in

the design of chemical or other lasers to be employed in clinical therapies, as a

matter of convenience and economy.

During the planning of the racetrack microtron at NIST, a magnetic undulator

was constructed, for the purpose of providing an FEL capability with any of the

several planned external electron beams. The medical research community indi-

cated strong interest in using this facility: specific proposals were made to explore

variable wavelength photons in several types nf surgical procedures on eyes, skin,

oral tissues and bone. Fifteen universities, hospitals, or government agencies ex-

pressed intentions to become users. Separate strong il__t."rest in performing DNA

research was indicated by four organizationsY The decision not to complete this

facility left this planned research in abeyance for many users.

The actual completion and commissioning of the FEL at Vanderbilt University

has provided an indication of how productive the variable-wavelength feature can

be. This FEL, which provides light of between 2 and 8 microns wavelength on

the 1st harmonic (and substantial power at the shorter wavelengths of the 3rd and

5th harmonics) is fully utilized by 24 groups of researchers in materials science,

clinical medicine, and biophysics. Three groups are fi:om Europe, which indicates

its uniqueness. The medical applications are thus far all surgical. Experimental

surgery has been performed on eyes (sclera and cornea), skin, and some brain

tissue, tlard-tissue work has been done upon bone, where no important wavelength

differentiation has been observed (but very precise control of the incision obtained).

ttowever, a recent important breakthrough has been made in soft-tissue surgery

that is wavelength dependent. Dr. G. Edwards of Vanderbilt University found

that treatment with a wavelength just slightly greater than 6.25 microns led to the

rapid decomposition of collagen. Some DNA research is exploring the sequence of

¶ P. Debenham, DOE, Dec. 93, private communication.
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proteins in the molecule.*

2.5.4 Structural Biology**

It is now universally accepted that the key to a full understanding of biol-

ogy lies hidden in the molecular and supramolecular structure of living systems.

Synchrotron radiation is an important research tool for determining the structure

of biological molecules, especially in the areas of x-ray crystallography and x-ray

microscopy. Research using synchrotron radiation has already provided valuable

information about viral and protein structures that is being used by pharmaceu-

tical companies for "rational drug design," a process by where pharmaceuticals

are designed based on detailed structural and functional information rather than

discovered by trial and error.

X-ray crystallography is the standard technique for locating the positions of

atoms in crystalline materials and has been particularly valuable to life scientists for

the structural analysis of proteins, nucleic acids, and viruses. Applying synchrotron

radiation to x-ray crystallography has enormously improved the quality of data

collected over conventional techniques. Because of the high intensity of synchrotron

light, it is possible to collect single-crystal x-ray crystallographic data more rapidly

and generally of much higher-quMity, than with conventional x-ray sources. Unit

cell dimensions of 600 angstroms or more--typical in virus crystallography---can

easily be resolved. With x-ray crystallography, scientist have solved the structure of

the common cold and ItlV viruses, and influenza surface proteins. This information

is being used by pharmaceutical companies in their efforts to design drugs for

treating these and other diseases.

X-ray microscopy using synchrotron radiation offers researchers the unique op-

portunity to image unaltered cells with a five-to-ten fold improvement of resolution

, C. Brau, Physics Dept., Vanderbilt U., Dec. 93, private communication.
** Text provided by F. Schlachter, LBL.
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over visible-light microscopy. The method is based on the strong x-ray absorp-

tion properties of carbon and nitrogen in the wavelength range from 22 to 45

angstroms (the so-called water window). In this range, water absorbs relatively

weakly; thus, contrast is provided by naturally occurring cell components such as

proteins, nucleic acids, and carbohydrates. Because of the penetrating power of x

rays, information can be obtained with thick samples that are inaccessible to other

high-resolution methods including high voltage electron, atomic force, or near-field

microscopy. Itigh-resolution images of human red blood cells infected by malaria

parasites have recently been imaged using synchrotron radiation x-ray microscopy.

The images indicate that the technique is well suited to studying the development

of the parasite within the cell, and may provide important information regarding

the pathology of the disease.

2.5.5 Intense X Rays from Laser Backscattering t

The present "third" generation of synchrotron light sources are based on high

energy storage rings and undulator magnets. Although conventional synchrotron

sources (CSSs) have proven to be reliable sources of high fluxes of x-rays, they are

large, complicated and expensive devices which typically produce relatively long

pulses (> 10 ps) of x rays with energies < 100 keV and with a very limited range

of tunability and polarization control.

A laser synchrotron source (LSS) has been proposed* and is analogous to a

CSS in which the high-energy storage ring is replaced by a lower energy compact

accelerator, such as an rf-linac or betatron, and the undulator magnets are replaced

by intense laser pulses. In synchrotron sources, the x-ray wavelength is proportional

to the undulator (or laser) wavelength and inversely proportional to the square of

the electron beam energy. Since the laser wavelength (_ l#m) is typically four

orders of magnitude shorter than the undulator wavelength (_-e_4cm), a given x-ray

t Text provided by Phillip Sprangle, Eric l?sarey and Antonio Ting, NRL
_/ P. Sprangle, A. Ting, E. Esarey and A Fisher, "Tunable Short-Pulse tlard X Rays from a

Compact Laser Synchrotron Source," a. Appl. Phys. 72, 5032-5038 (1992).
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energy (e.g., 30 keV) can be generated in the LSS using an electron beam energy a

few hundred times lower (e.g., 40 MeV) than is required in a CSS (e.g., 10 GeV).

The LSS has a number of unique features including:

1. It is compact (several meters) and inexpensive,

2. It is tunable over a wide x-ray energy range (including high energies _> 100

keV),

3. It has narrow bandwidth, (__ 1%),

4. It is welI collimated; (< 10 mrad),

5. It has short pulse length; < 1 ps (shorter pulses can be obtained by varying

the electron-photon scattering angle),

6. It has polarization control,

7. It carl have chirped or multiple energy pulses,

8. It has high peak flux; (_> 1021 photons/s) and brightness; (> 1019 photons/s-

mm2-mrad 2, 0.1% BW).

Recent advances in compact, multi-terawatt, subpicosecond laser systems and

compact electron accelerators make the LSS an attractive alternative technology.

Experiments scattering intense laser pulses (> 1 TW, < 1 ps) from a relativistic

electron beam (1 MeV) are underway at the Naval Research Laboratory.

The development of tke LSS could have a profound impact on a number of

applications in the areas of x-ray radiology, microscopy and spectroscopy. These

include:

1. Dual energy differential spectroscopy,

2. Medical and biological imaging (e.g., nlammography, angiography, and cell

imaging),

3. K-edge spectroscopy (e.g., iodine K-edge in angiography and carbon K-edge

in cell imaging),
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4. Magnetic spectroscopy using polarized x rays, and

5. Probing of ultrafast phenomena on femtosecond time scales (fast chemical

reactions, phase transitions and transient behavior in semiconductors).

2.60TtIER LIFE-SCIENCES APPLICATIONS OF ACCELERATORS

2.6.1 Electron- and X-ray- Beam Sterilization*

A great deal of food is wasted through spoilage. Food that is preserved is

frequently done so by the use of chemicals which are themselves often the subject

of health concern. Even chlorination of drinking water has become suspect as a

cause of cancer.

High intensity electron and x-ray beams have been used successfully for pro-

cess sterilization of foodstuffs and other biological materials for many years. Doses

from as low as tens of kilorads to the megarad range have found application from

treating meats, vegetables, grain, spices, water purification, and sterilization of

pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. Such applications have been fostered for

many years by the very creative efforts of the Institute for Nuclear Physics (now

known as the Budker Institute) in Novosibirsk. Their accelerators have been used

for sterilization of grain shipped from the U.S. to Russia while being unloaded at

the port-of-entry, as well as for many other applications; notably, for example, the

treatment of drinking water in place of chlorination. About 50 of their installa-

tions are currently functioning throughout the former Soviet Union. A substantial

industry exists in the U.S. as well, however growth of the field has been hampered

by cost-factors and popular fear of products treated with "radiation."

Recent well-publicized bacterial contamination of food is raising public and

government awareness of the value of such sterilization techniques, leading to the

need to examine the techniques and hardware available for such programs. In such

, Text adapted from material provided by A .N. Skrinsky, INP, Novosibirsk and Roy Ilami],
SNL.
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applications accelerators are clearly recognized as having a safety advantage in

that they can be readily turned off, unlike reactor-produced sources which have a

history of accidental release with severe consequences.

Beam power required for this application is between 10 kW and 1 MW, with 100

kW (average) power being the generally accepted design optimum. Beam energies

must remain well below 4 to 5 MeV to stay away from any nuclear thresholds that

could cause activation of the irradiated material. Primary electron beams can be

used for samples thin enough for the beam to penetrate (1 to 2 cm); thicker samples

must be treated with x-rays produced by striking the electron beam onto a high-Z

target. Using x rays causes a significant drop in throughput, hence a cost-increase,

but in some cases may not be unavoidable. Although some rf electron linacs have

been used, Dynamitrons and other electrostatic devices are utilized primarily for

these applications. (The Dynamitron is produced by Radiation Dynamics Inc.

which remains the primary US supplier of hardware in this field.) Recently, Sandia

National Laboratory has been looking at application of its high-capacity pulsed-

power systems for this application, with a possibility for a price-breakthrough in

the field. For both the sterilization area as well as for a multitude of other industrial

applications for high-power electron beams, it is clear that continuing 12_D efforts

can increase the effectiveness of accelerators and help U.S. competitiveness in what

is potentially a very large worldwide market.

2.6.2 The EGS Code- A Spinoff to Medicine t

Over the years, medicine has been the beneficiary of many technologies derived

from both high-energy and accelerator physics, including software products that

have found extensive application outside of their original, intended use. The Elec-

tron Gamma Shower (EGS) program is a fine example of this. Primarily developed

at SLAC in the early-1970s for use around accelerators (e.g., detector design, ra-

diation shielding analysis, accelerator component temperature rise, etc.), EGS has

t Text provided by W. R. Nelson, SLAC.
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become a standard tool used by medical physicists throughout the world working

on radiation treatment methods and ways of improving radiation imaging.

EGS is a general-purpose package for the Monte Carlo simulation of the coupled

transport of electrons and photons in an arbitrary geometry. Stated more simply,

EGS provides a way of calculating the flow of radiation energy carried by these

particles as they randomly walk through matter.

Although the individual interactions made by the particles are fundamental and

well understood, the transport process, taken as a whole, leads to a mathematical

problem prohibitively difficult to solve in a way that is of sufficient generality to

be useful. But the problem can be solved in a fairly straight-forward manner

using statistical game-playing techniques on a computer---hence the name Monte

Carlo. The EGS Code System has played a leading role in the development of this

technology.

In the mid-1980s, a group of scientists at the National Research Council of

Canada (NRCC) adopted EGS for use as a theoretical tool in ionizing radiation

standards work to serve the radiation protection community (e.9., diagnostic x-

rays) as well as the radiotherapy community (energies less than 50 MeV). There

was also a strong need in the hospital-physics community for theoretical tools with

good predictive capability, given that the major mode of radiotherapy treatment

was changing from relatively low-energy Cobalt-60 gamma rays (about 1 MeV)

to radiation produced by higher-energy electron linear accelerators (4-50 MeV).

With its elegant treatment of electron transport, EGS was ideally suited to these

problems and a, collaboration was formed between SLAC, KEK and the NIICC

that has resulted in the present version of the code.

Patient dosimetry--that is the accurate determination of the radiation close

given during a treatment procedure .....must account for scattering from components

inside the accelerator as well as structures within the humai_ body itself. Bones

and lungs, for example, produce "interface effects" because of differences in the

transport of electrons set, in motion by l)llotons in adjacent material. Benchmark
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experinmnts have been spe(-ilically designed t,o test the viability of the predictive

I)ower of tile, I'](]S co(te and tim results (:learly den_onstral,(' l,lla,l, it, can l)ro(lu(-(_

results at tile 5%-level of cortfidence.

T()day over 80% of the re(lu(,sts for E(_S (:(nlw froln scientists working in

medically-related disciplines. In 10-15 years, base(l upotl ctlrrel!t ittitiatives, it

is likely that most ext(.'rna.l-beam ra(tiotlle!'apy 1)lal!Ilitlg will t)e accomplish(,d, (.i

tiler dire(-tly or indirectly, using methods devel()pe(1 wit.h I_,GS. In addition, as the

following list det_!onstt'at(,s, I'](_S is fit!(ling rise it! a wi(ie va,!'iel,y of rl!e(li(:al and

biological fiel(ls:

1. D('tertnining close distributions from ra(li()nucli(les use(I in !'a(lioi!ilmt!tloth(,r-

apy (monoclonal antil)ody stu(lies),

2. Modeling the Colnl)ton effect an(l a.ttenuatiorl ill recotlsl;ructe.([ images of

brain-blood flow,

3. Calculating organ doses received during fluoroscopic examinations,

4. Subsurface im_.ging of agricultural produce with x-rays,

5. I)efining accurate Iridium-wire implant, dos!merry,

6. Improving upon Iodine-125 (and o'.,'ler) brachytl!erapy tl_('l,ll()(ls,

7. Traci!lg tl!e moveme_nt of beta emitters after injection ittt,o ar'tllritic joints,

8. I)esignitlg accelerator targets, field-flattening conll)etlsators , jaws a,l!(l otllor

devices used with (:lil!ica.l ac(:elerators,

9. C,alculatirlg (lose (lisl, ril)ul, io!!s in C,AT-scall slic,(,s of t,lw i)o(ly,

10. l)esigtling hie!lie(Is used in stereota('tic surgery,

II. Simulating sili('ot! nli('rostri I) mamtnogral)lly,

12. (:a,l(:l!la.tir!g l.}_e pro(lt!('l, ion of ra(lioisotopes by el(,('l, ror! a.(:(,('l('rat_rs,

13. Si!l!ulal, iilg I)E'I ' a!l(! SI)EC'I ' sysi,(,lns to define il!l,ri!!si(-li!!lital, i()lls, a ll(I

14. Sl.u(lyit!g sl)a(,(, ra(iia.tioli effe(,l,s.
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With computers rapidly becoming faster and cheaper, the Monte Carlo tech- _

nique, popularized by yon Neumann, Ulam, and Fermi in the 1940s, is no longer

the tool of a select few with access to high-power supercomputers. EGS has be-

come the standard tool for the hospital physicist; it has been run oil all computer

architectures from PC's to Cray's. The number of Monte Carlo papers in the jour-

nals Medical Physics and Physics in Medicine and Biology increased fivefold from

1983 to 1988 alone, and this trend continues today. The EGS Code System, a

spinoff product from the world of high-energy accelerators, is expected to stand at

the forefront of this surge.

Monte Carlo methodologies represent one area where physics, and more specif-

ically accelerator-related technology developments are being used for the benefit

of the life-sciences. One can name many other areas where computational physics

techniques and codes have found their way into life-sciences applications, such as

imaging, blood flow, material properties (prosthetic device designs) to name a few.

These examples point to the critical relevance of cross-disciplinary communications,

and where R&D efforts in one field can be of great benefit in others.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AND RESTORATION

3.1 INTIIODUCTION

Accelerators have numerous areas of application in protecting and restoring the

environment. Areas that are addressed here include atmospheric pollution from

fossil fuel plants, nuclear waste froth military and civilian reactors, and purifying

ground water that, has been contaminated by industrial and agricultural activities.

Especially notable are the activities in Russia as described ill tile first paper below.

3.2 EI, ECTRON BEAM SYSTEMS

3.2.1 Environrnental Protection and Restoration in Russia

Amidst the stea(ly stream of negative reports about environmental (lestrtlction

in the former Soviet Union, little has been heard about what the new nation of

Russia :s actually doing to address these problems. In this section we summarize

the discussion by A.N. Skrinsky of the work that, his lnstitllte is doing to I)uild

accelerators that can and are l)eing used in protecting and restorillg the environ-

ment. Some of the applications also apply to important environmelltal (:on(:erns in

the U.S.

The Budker Institute of Nuclear Physic,_ serves as a manufacturer and sllpplier

of electron accelerators for industrial applicat;ons. Al)out 120 ac('el('rators have

been l)uilt and (lelivere(l to customers in numerous countries including .Japan, Ko-

rea, and Germany. Anlong tim applications for these facilities are tile pllrification

of waste water and smoke sta(:k ('missions.

Flue gas purification to eliillinate S()2 and NOz is done I)y acc(_lerators in

Japan, Poland, and Russia. About 2_) of tim generat(,d power from a coal-fired
i

power plant would I)e line(led to clean tile flue gas.

,v Text provided by W.B. llerrmannsfiddt, SLAC, based on material provided by A.N. ,qkrin-
sky, [NP, Novosibirsk.
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Waste water cleanup is done at a number of municipal and agricultural sites.

Interesting among the waste water purifications sites are large pig farms in Omsk

and Minsk. This application addresses a problem that also affects areas of the

U.S.; waste water from cattle farms, notably in the Florida Everglades Region, has

received a great deal of attention from environmentalists.

3.2.2 Utility Stack Gas Treatment t

The purification of utility stack gas is a major pollution issue with important

energy implications. The use of coal as a utility fuel is dependent on making the

emissions environmentally acceptable. With the exception of CO2, other emissions

that must be controlled are SOx, NOx, tIC1, tIF, heavy metals and organic com-

pounds. Conventional techniques, using combinations of filters and precipitators

with injections of water and calcium compounds, can remove high percentages of

all of these emissions except for the NOx. However, disposal of the ash can be

extremely expensive, especially if the presence of some of the constituents, such

as the heavy metals, causes it to be classified as "hazardous waste." Furthermore,

the water solubility of the calcium compounds results in contarninated water that

must be treated.

Electron beam treating of stack gas has already demonstrated the simultane-

ous removal of SOx and NOz using a mechanism tllat strongly suggests that it will

remove all of the above contaminants except heavy metals _. The installation and

operating costs of electron beam systems compare favorably with conventional am-

monia injector based systems. Pilot plant operations using electron beam systems

have been conducted in Japan, Germany and Russia. Improvements in ef[iciency

and reliability of these systems can be expected to increase the market penetration.

, Text adapted from material supplied by Ken Williams, Consarc Inc., Rancocas NJ.
:]:P. Fuchs et al, and K. Williams et al, papers presented at the 6th International Meeting on

Radiation Processing, Ontario, 31 May-5 June 1987.
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The incineration of municipal solid waste can greatly' reduce the landfill require-

ments for this nlaterial. Electron beam treatment of tile stack gas from incinerators

}las all of tile advantages noted above. The presence of significant amounts of heavy

metals in municipal waste complicates disposal by any means, including electron

beam purified incineration, and needs to be addressed concurrently.

3.2.3 Electron-I_eam Radiolysis of Toxic Chemical Wastes §

Initial tests indicate that pulsed electron beams are effective in destroying the

toxicity of chemical wastes. The benefits from radiolysis are attributable to the

formation of free radicals. Vree radicals- consisting of solvated electrons, OII rad-

icals, and atomic hydrogen - are very effective in breaking chemical bonds. When

destruction occurs, the prodllcts formed have considerably lower toxicity than the

initial compounds. The tecllnique can be used for environrnental protection and

for cleaning up contaminated sites.

Millions of gallons of hazardous mixed waste are stored at various government

and industry sites. Numerous techniques for organic waste destruction are being

evaluated, such as supercritical water oxidation, hydrogen peroxide, ozone, ultra-

violet light, ultrasonics, wet air oxidation, steam reforming, and combinations of

these processes. All these concepts involve dissolution and liquid phase processing

which expand the waste volume by a factor of three to five times in order to permit

elticient reaction of tile organic compounds with the active species. Increasing the

volume of waste creates additional space, cost, and time problems. The limited

tank space available for waste reprocessing is compoundt,d by tile $100 M estimated

cost and five year construction time associated with new chemical processing tanks.

Tests on hazardous waste from the ttanford site in easter:l Washington indicate

that electron-beam radiolysis may provide an alternative ',olution without requiring

significant increases in waste volume.

§ 'l_xt provided by Edward L. Patterson, Sandia National Laboratory.
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3.3 ACCELERATOR TRANSMUTATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES ¶

!

An intense thermal neutron source driven by a 1 GeV, 200 mA class pro-

ton linear accelerator would provide powerful options for transmuting radioactive

wastes to stable or shorter-lived products, thus ameliorating the problems of a

waste legacy lasting up to millions of years. During the past three years, studies

of this effective new concept have been directed toward how the accelerator-based

system could be integrated into procedures being developed _or treating the ra-

dioactive wastes now at Hanford and other defense sites. Other studies have now

proceeded in some detail concerning the treatment of the present accumulation of

waste from commercial power reactors. The waste can be consumed ill systems

which produce clean electricity by burning a waste/thorium mixture that evolves

to a pure thorium system after the accumulated _vaste is burned up, as described

further in Section 4.:2.2, below.

3.4 MAGNETIC CLAMPS FOR SEAI, ING OIL LEAKS, A SPINOFF*

A spinoff from the permanent magnet technology developed for accelerator

beam transport has been adapted to make powerful magnetic clamps that can be

readily handled by divers. The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has applied for

a patent for using these clamps in a system of rubber seals to patch holes in ship

hulls. The magnets are controlled by a device that allows the user to activate the

clamping action at, will.

¶ Text provided by R. Jameson, LANI,

, Text. adapted fronl Dateline: Los Alanms, October 1993, p. 7.
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4. ENERGY APPLICATIONS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The world, especially that part known as the third world, badly needs assured

energy supplies with stable prices, free of cartels, and which do not despoil the

lands, foul the waters cr destroy the atmosphere. Accelerators can make profound

contributions to tile energy needs of the world in several ways which will i)e de-

scribed in this Chal)ter.

4.2 PROTON ACCELERA'FOR APPI_ICA'FIONS

4.2.1 Fission Fuel Breeding t

If the nuclear power industry had grown as forecast twenty years ago, there

would today have been a serious shortage of uranium supplies for power reactors.

The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) programs in France and the U.S.

were started in response to this anticipated shortage. In fact, LMFBR breeding

ratios are so low that it would be a long, slow process to generate a complete

industry this way. Tile Canadian approach to this problem was to employ the

neutron-efficient design of the heavy-water moderated CANDU Reactors as near

breeders using thorium. In an efficient reactor, a small additional flux of neutrons

can be used with thorium to breed 233[,/.

Although the Canadian authors noted tile possibility of bypassing the fuel

breeding step, and obtaining energy directly from the thorium fuel cycle, realisti-

cally they were also selling reactors and were more interested in an assured fuel

source. The changed perception of nuclear power came later and as a result of well

known accidents and financial collapses, together with the also unexpected drop in

prices for fossil fuels. Of course the ATW concept, described in tile next Section,

t Text provided by W.B. llerrmannsfeldt.
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involves thorium burning and as this report is being prepared, this concept is being

given new life by the recent advocacy of Carlo Rubbia, t who is about to retire as

head of the CERN Laboratory for Itigh Energy Physics.

4.2.2 Energy Production and Transmutation of Nuclear Waste §

For the world to continue using nuclear-generated electricity, the problem of

radioactive waste disposal must be addressed. Permanent storage of long-lived

waste from nuclear power stations is an issue that generates public concern, sci-

entific uncertainty and political pressures. One alternative is to investigate ways

of producing electricity and at the same time reducing the intensity and lifetime

of the radioactivity of the waste so that it can be buried safely almost anywhere.

Accelerator-driven transmutation of waste (ATW) offers this prospect. ATW is a

concept being developed at JAERI in Japan, in Russia, and the Los Alamos Na-

tional Laboratory. ATW would convert highly radioactive materials, with half-lives

as long as one million years, to nonradioactive materials or materials with much i

shorter half-lives. The system uses a high flux of thermal neutrons to bombard

spent fuel and fission waste products. Neutron absorption transmutes the waste to

shorter-lived or stable elements. The neutron source is an external rf linear accel-

erator which delivers protons or deuterons to a target surrounded by a "blanket"

of fissile material, in which the neutrons are slowed and multiplied, and through

which the suitably processed waste from conventional reactors is circulated.

ATW can also generate electricity from thorium while continuing to burn ra-

dioactive waste. This is the major attraction of the system, and the solution to the

long-sought dream of using this readily available and much more manageable (com-

pared to plutonium) fuel supply. Configurations include a pure thorium-burning

system that also continuosly burns it own wastes, and a thorium/waste burner.

The latter could be built on the site of an existing decommissioned reactor, and

:_ Science, 262, 26 Nov. 1992. 1368.

§ Text. provided by Bob Jameson, LANL.
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could burn a Inixture of tllorium and tim accunu.llated reactor waste until the wast,e

is gone; at, this poilit the ATW systeln would switcll to pure thorium feed. Much en-

ergy is released in the thorium hurtling a.ll<l waste destrllction, and the Los Alamos

scheme allows this to be converted to eh'ctricity, part of which ('--,20%) is fed I)ack

to drive the accelerator, and the excess sold. No radioactive material need enter

or leave the generating site, reducing concerns about the transportation of waste

or illegal diversion. Furthermore, and most importantly, the system is intrinsically

safe, i.e., it is designed to operate at sub-critical levels. Tlmre are no conditions in

which the fission chain reaction is self-sustaining, and if the accelerator stops, the

reaction stops.

The proton or deuteron rf linear accelerator energy requirement is determined

by an optimization of neutron production elficiency in the target, and cost. It is in

the range of ,-,400 to 600 MeV for deuterons and 1.0 to 1.5 GeV for protons. Beam

current is determined by the target power-handling capability, and tim effectiw_

criticality of the neutron-multiplying target assembly. It is essential to keep the

effective criticality low enough that there is no possibility of a criticality accident. A

number of target design concepts are under study, with l)eam current requirements

per target from as low 15 to 20 rnA. For eIticiency, several targets may be driven

by a single linear accelerator which could provide up to ,-,2,50 mA of cw current.

Thus plants of the present standard of around 3 GW ttmrmal could be constructed,

or because smaller plants arc' often ¢lesiral_le, tim acceh,rator is readily scaled to

suit. The requir"d accelerator techllology has beell ¢leh,llded in the review process

and is within tile, state-of-the-art. Ilowever, I_AMPV at about 800 to 1000 MW

average power, is the llighest average power accelerator system ill rotltine operation;

pilot demonstration of aJl ATW-class acceh,rator is required to dev¢'lop system
i'

engineering and reliability, l,xl)erience and I)roof-of-prizlciple testing of target and

nuclear chemistry systems can be gained at I,AMPI;', where upgrades t.llat could

bring the current ut) to _-,10 rnA have been 1)rol)osed.
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4.2.3 Fusion Materials Testing Facilities

The development of radiation resistant materials is of critical importance to

fusion programs, other advanced methods for electrical power production, and

other applications. The DOE Office of Fusion Energy is working toward a mate-

rials development program based, in part, on the neutron spectrum produced by

bombarding a molten lithium target with a 35-40 MeV deuteron beam, resulting

in a neutron spectrum in the target volume peaked at 14 MeV in a satisfactory

approximation to the spectrum expected in a fusion reactor.

Planned Tokamak reactors have many requirements for radiation-resistant met-

als and insulators; for example, the first wall must tolerate 11 MeV neutron fluxes

at up to 3 MW/m 2 for 20 years. The materials development program needs to

expose samples to such accumulated doses faster than real time, so fluxes of the

order of 5 to 10 MW/m 2 are desired. (Even higher neutron fluxes might introduce

unrealistic rate-dependent effects.) This can be done in a small test volume by

tile deuterium/lithium system. Testing using small sample techniques has been

extensively developed, (particularly in Japan) that offsets the disadvantages of the

small test volume.

The deuteron accelerator would be a 40-MeV rf linear accelerator with av-

erage beam current of up to 250 mA in one module; higher currents could be

delivered using multiple modules. The required technology was largely developed

(2during a previous DOE/OF'E progranl named the Fusion Materials h'radiation [',st

(FMIT) facility that completed final design before cancellation. Subsequent devel-

opment has improved the amount of beam current tllat can be obtained per module

per unit cost,, and has afforded the possibility, with proper R,&D, that supercon-

ducting accelerator structure technology could bring furttler efticiency and cost

savings. At present, a, facility named International Fusion Materials h'radiation

Facility (IFMIF) is under discussion as an international project involving the U.S.,

. Text provided by R. Jameson, LANL.
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Japan, Europe and Russia. The next step will be to propose that an international

Conceptual Design Activity be organized and carried out, beginning in 1995.

4.2.4 Neutral Beam Injectors t

Low energy accelerators are being used to inject energetic particles into fusion

reactors for the purposes of heating the plasma, driving current and fueling. Since

there is a strong magnetic field surrounding the reactor, tile ions must be con-

w.'rted into neutral particles before they can enter the reactor. For this reason, this

kind of accelerator system is called neutral beam injector (NBI). In today's appli-

cations, a NBI must deliver several hundred amperes of beam current for many

tens of seconds. The key components in a NBI system include all ion source, an

electrostatic-multial)erture accelerator, a neutralizer (either a gas cell or a plasma

cell), and an ion dump to remove the particles that are not neutralized.

Neutral beam injection has been proven to be very successful in aiding the

advances made in the magnetic fusion program. The highest ion temperatures

achieved in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR), tile largest fusion reactor

in U.S., was obtained through the injection of 30 MW of neutral beams. The beam

energy was about I 10 keV per deuterium ion. At 45% neutralization efficiency, the

ion beam current before neutralization wa_s almost 600 A.

Neutral beams of !.3 MeV and 100 MW total power are being proposed for

the next generation tokamak, e.g., tile International :Fhermonuclear Experimental

Reactor (ITER). [:or steady state operation, the beams may be required to operate

continuously for many days. It is also desirable to be able to vary the beam

energy without significantly changing the beam current. Negative ions are easier

to neutralize than positive ions especially at euergies above 200 keV, therefore the

next generation neutral beam injectors will certainly be usir:g negative ions for

acceleration. An electrostatic quadruple (ESQ) accelerator would be most suitable

Text provided l_yq'onl Fessend:m, LBL.
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for this application. The ESQ provides strong focusing force, it can handle large

beam current per channel, and it is less likely than other configurations to cause

problems related to breakdowns and secondary electrons. Workers at the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory have experimentally demonstrated that an ESQ accelerator

can work well together with a volume-production ion source by merging many

beamlets into a single beam before injecting into an ESQ channel.

4.2.5 Ion Source Development in the MFE Program _t

The Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE) Program at Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory (LBL) has been engaged in the development of neutral beam systems for

fusion applications in the last two decades. Large area positive hydrogen or deu-

terium ion sources designed at LBL have been selected and employed by various

fusion research facilities in the U.S. such as TFTR at Princeton, Doublet III at

General Atomics, and MFTF-B at Livermore. In the next generation tokamak

fusion reactors, higher energy neutral beams may be needed for plasma heating

and for current drive. In order to meet these future demands, negative hydrogen

ion sources are also being developed by the MFE Program. These sources must

generate amperes of H-/D-beams for steady state operations.

The research on ion sources for fusion applications has also led to the develop-

ment of other types of ion sources, such as:

1. Microwave ion sources for simulating oxygen sputtering in space environment,

2. High-charge-state ion sources for accelerators and for higl-:-energy ion im-

planters,

3. Multicusp sources capable of delivering almost pure N+ ions-for material

surface modification,

4. Large directly-heated LaB6 cathodes for steady-state high-power discharges.

Tungsten filaments used in ion sources have short lifetimes: LaB6 cathodes

Text provided by Ka-Ngo Leung, LBL.
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have been developed in order to have prolonged lifetimes. The latter configu-

ration has been modified to form a large area directly-heated cathode for the

production of large electron beams for free-electron-lasers and neutralization

of wafer surfaces,

5. Rf-driven ion sources: In order to achieve long life operation, we have inves-

tigated the production of plasmas by high-frequency induction discharges.

Radio-frequency driven plasmas have been studied and tested for the pro-

duction of positive ion beams. A new rf driven II- source has recently been

developed at LBL for use in the injector unit of the Superconducting Super

Collider (SSC). In this source, the tungsten filaments were replaced with an

antenna coil and the plasma was generated by a 2 MHz induction discharge.

To date, it has been demonstrated that rf power higher than ,50 kW could be

coupled to the plasma via a porcelain-coated copper antenna. Subsequently,

we have used the same antenna arrangornent to generate B + ion beams for

ion implantation systems, starting with the highly corrosive BtVa gas,

6. A subcompact rf-driven multicusp source to generate high current and high

concentration of D + ions for oil-well logging and for medical applications,

and

7. A volume C- ion source for accelerator mass spectrometry applications.

4.3 INERTIAL PUSION USING LIGIIT ION DRIVI!'RS

The light ion program to ignite a fusioll pellet in a pulsed power accelerator

is part of the national effort to develop new eIlergy sollrces and is a direct spin-off

from the weapons effects simulation technology that bathes a weapon component

in bremsstrahlung radiation. Pulsed power is a relatively new technology, begun

in the mid 1960s, that delivers electrical energy over a period of minutes and then

releases this energy in an intense, concentrat_'d, short burst. The electrical energy

§ Text provided by M. A. Sweeney, Sandia National Laboratory
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de_livered in the nlore energetic accl('rators is roughly equivalent to that from a

stick of dynamite, but tile speed of delivery is a thousand times faster than with

dynamite..

In its most easily achievable forl1_, fusion consists of tile nuclear burning of a

mixture of tile two forms of hydrogen known as deuterium (D) and tritium (T).

Fusion is an important element ill a balanced portfolio of energy technologies vital

to the economic growth and security of the U.S. The nation's electrical energy

supply must be reliable, affordable, and efficient and must meet increased safety

and environmental impact restrictions. Fusion with intense light-ion beams is a

potential source of commercial power generation that is characterized 1)y simplicity,

highly-efficient deposition in materials, and reduced environmental impact arid

that is relatively low cost as compared to alternative inertial confinement fusion

drivers. Because of the similarities b('lween an imploding fusion pellet and a nuclear

weapon, this research for the Department of Energy is mostly funded under Defense

Programs.

The charged-particle-beam approach to inertial confinement fusion began in

1973 at Sandia National Laboratories. Collaborative research is done with Cor-

nell University, the Naval Researcll Laboratory, tile University of Wisconsin, and

Mission Research Corl)oration. The key experimental facility is the 3(i-module,

1-MJ, " 0-MV,100-TW PBFA II accelerator. The world's largest pulsed power

accelerator, PBFA II relies on cal)a('itor-based, short-pulse energy storage devices

to generate a high-energy-density l_lasma by conversion of electrical energy into

the kinetic energy of light ioils, l|lt('ra('tion of these light ions with tile foam-filled

region of a target produces soft x-rays that compress and heat the fusion fuel. If

high enough temperatures and densities are obtained (tens of millions of degrees

and a thousand times solid density), energy is released in the form of neutrons in

less than a billionth of a second by llle conversion of the DT fuel to helium.

Like all other approaches to pro(luting electrical energy through fusion, the

liglit ion approach requires tile solutions to a series of formidable technical prob-
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Ictus. PBFA II is used for researcll on critical l_rol)lerrls relating to I(II" feasil)ility:

the efficiency of generating, l,ransl)orting , a11(i focusing a high-intensity ligllt ion

beam to a, small spot size and the int,eractiotl of the I)eam with a, filsion tar-

get. Filtered and unfiltered soft x-ray diagnostics developed to rneasure the beam

parameters and to assess the target t:)ehavior on I)BFA II incl_lde bolometers, l)ho -

toconductive detectors, x-ray diodes, x-ray streak cameras, tinm-integrated and

time-resolved magnetic spectrometers, and time-resolved x-ray pinhole cameras.

The three-dimensional, electromagnetic particle-in-cell code QUICKSILVER has

been used to dew_'lop a theoretical understanding of how ion beam divergence can

be controlled. QIJICKSIINEI{ simulations of realistic ion beam geometries and

detailed visible spectroscopy measuren-ents of beam parameters are contributing

to better experimental design.

Proton 1)earns have been focllsed to a l)eak l)ower of 5 TW/cm" on PI3I"A

II, corresponding to a proton diwrrgence of 17 mrad, and a specific ion-power-

deposition of 110 TW/g. Lithium beams haw r been focused to abollt 1.5 TW/crn 2,

corresponding to a divergence of 22 mrad a tl(1 a power deposition of 800 TW/g.

Recently, illternal.ional collaboration in experilnents oll PBI"A II, I, ION (at Cornell

University), KALIF (at, Kernforscl_ungszenlr_ i_ (lerr_any), and Reiden IV (at

Osaka l lniversity in Japan) has led to increased light ion focilsability. Analysis

of the lithium beam target series fielded in l.q!):_ indicates coupling of 75% of the

lithium 1)ea.ln energy it_l,o tile foam, hydro_lyilanlic st_tbility of tile foan_/taI'get,

wall interface, an(l variation in the v('rti(:al fo('tls as t,lle l)(.anl traverses l,lle (,exltral

region of the diode.

4.,I HI,;AVY ION API'I,I(TATIONS

4.4.1 Inertial Fusion Using lleavy Ion I)rivers

Witll tile successfill colnpletion of a series of experinmllts on l,lle MILE-4 facility

, Reprinted from A. Friedn_an and R. O. Ba||gerter, Physics News in 1992, AI'S News 2,
80-82, Ma,rch 1993.
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at l,awrenc,-Berkeley Laboratory (I,I_L), the Inertial Fusion E,mrgy (IFE) program

ill tile U.S. stands poised to undertake the next step in demonstrating the suitability

of ileavy-ion induction accelerators for energy production. In this "lleavy Ion

Fusion" (llIF) approacll i11tense beanls of heavy ions (of atomic mass 100-200) are

focused onto a slnall fusion target colltaining a mixture of deuterium and tritiunl.

This fusion fuel is compressed and lmated until a self-sustaining fusion reaction

begins.

Induction accelerators have been selected as the principal approach to an lEE!

driver because of several advantages. Since the beams are focused onto the target

by magnetic fields, there are no solid lenses or mirrors to damage. Also, induction

accelerators (wherein tim beam acts as the secondary winding of a transformer)

are efficient, and can easily meet l)_llse repetition rate reqlzirernents of a few tlz. A

high ion mass leads to rigid beams and a requirement for relatively few ions; this

reduces the ilnportance of collectiv¢' effects and eases focusing onto the target.

The national I FE effort is now centered upon the ILSE (Induction Linac Sys-

tems ti;xperiments) facility and series of experiments being planned at LBL, in

collaboration with Lawrence I,ivermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and other

institutions. A conceptual design for II,SE was completed in the spring of 1992,

and awaits I)OE aI)I)roval.

ILSE is designed to test the bealll 111aIlipulations that a driver rnight use. The

facility will accelerate four Imams ill l.a_lde_n to 5 MeV, confiiling them wil,[i el(,c-

tr()static (tuadrupole lenses fronl all iwl.j('(,te(le_wrgy of 2 MeV. The t'()llr beams will

t)e j_lerged i11to olle, and tills singl(, b('arl_ will I)e (:ont'ined by Inaglletic qlladrllpol(,s

as it is a('(:('lerale(I Io 10 M('V.

'l'tm line ctlarge density (colll(,IiiI,s l)(,r meter) and diameter of Ill(' ll,Sl!; t)ealns

will be tile same as those of tile I,(,a111ill a fusion driver. I'lailile(1 experiments will

be s(,aled so as to address the ess('I_tial beam dynamics issues. "l'hes(.. exl)eri_ne_ts

in(,lud(_: a test of beam transport aro_d a bend (as rnigllt be needed to e_lter the

reactor (:harnber); tests of p_lse (:ol_ll_ression; t(:sts of focusing onto a s_nall spot;
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and validation of alignment and steering concepts.

Beam quality is critical, since tile target "gain" (ratio of energy out to energy

in) depends strongly on tile achievable spot size. Transport of as high a current

as possible in each beamline serves to redllce cost, but introduces physics and

technology uncertainties.

Recent studies of advance<t heavy-ion drivers have t'oc!lsed on ways to reduce

costs. In the recirculating induction accelerator studied at LLNI, and LI:II:, the

expensive accelerating and focusing comlmneIll,s are reused on mllltiple laps. W.

J. Schafer Asso<;iates has proposed a multiplllse linac whicli feeds eacll plllse iIito

its own storage ring; McI)onnell-I)ol@as llas l>ropose<l all a,<lvai_ccd linac whi<'il

uses a lower-mass ion and inodular construct, loll. All tllree studies suggest l,llat a

driver might be built at a cost on the order of $500 millioll.

The HIF/II"E effort is coordinated with l,lle Inertial (?onfinement l:usioll (I('F)

military research program using lasers and ligl_l, ion beams. I,asers are suitable for

near term studies because they can be focllse<i onto small intense spots for scaled

experiments, rI'o meet the objectives of tile National Energy Strategy, l)lannillg

should be made so that a heavy ion driver call IJe awdlal)l<, soon a ft¢,r l,a,rget

ignition and energy gain have been demoIisl, rale<t.

A vigorous tllF effort is also being tln_lertakeli i_l [!',Urol>e, wil,[l an eml)hasis

on radiofreqllen<;y (rf) linacs instead of ixldll<,tion accelerators. The major exl>er-

imental work is l)eing carried ollt at tll<' Illstil, llte for lleavy Ion llesearcll ((IS[)

in Darmstadt, Germany. The rf and indu<-tioll approaches are COml_lementary,

an<l lllllTlel'OtlS a, re&s of COll/mOll i_terest exist. Sig_ifi<:a_l, i_teracti<>_ls betwee_

European and U.S. researchers are already w<,ll established, and likely to grow.
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4.,1.2 Breeding of I lssion Reactor I"11(,1by IIIF

It seems clear that nuclear energy (fission) is vitally important to the II.S. and

the world, and ttlat nlany problellls llave prevented its l)eillg generally accepted by

everyoIle. On ttw otl,er han<l it se(,TIis l>ossible to develop fission ('oIIcepts thai, are

al)sollltely safe, envirolln_entallv., be_,ig,i, and ,ltilize unlimited f_lcl._Tlle lntegraled

Fast l/eactor under development at ANI, has significant potential for this purpose.

Two other concepts can llave major <'olltributions toward this goal:

l. Injection of sl>allation nelltro_ls produced by intense proton acceh,rat.ors into

a subcritical reactor, and

'2. Utilization of fusion neutrons from IIeavy Ion Fusion (IIIF) to fssion all

actinides in a fusion-fission hybrid (FFtI). The neutron economy of the lat- i

ter is distinctly superior for the purpose (although all three concepts rnight

be complementary), and the energy multiplication in the FFtl dramatically

modifies the cost/benefit ratio of IIIF.

* Text provided by RonaM L. Marl ijl, Argonne National Lab. and ACCTEK Associates.
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5. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Accelerators are important to industry, and are built by industry, to perform

marly functions. They are used extensively to process plastics for such applications

as cable insulation, and are used as part of large linac radiographic systems for

inspection of matmfactured I)roducts. This Workshop (lid not cover a large fraction

of such applications. Other sources of material of this type are the conferences on

Industrial Applications of Accelerators held l)ientlially in Denton, Texas, and the

Particle Accelerator (_onference sponsore<l jointly by the IEEE an<l the APS.

t
5.2 NEXT-GENEI_ATION HIGII-POWEI'I NI.;I!'FI_,ON-SC,AT'FEI_,ING FA('II, I'I'Y

Iligh energy proton beams (typically 0.8 I<) 2.0 GeV) can be llsed to generate

spallation neutrons in lnetal targets. Though born at high energies these neutrons

can be moderated to very low energies and t>e used for a multitude of materials

and biological sciences applications. The neutrons interact with nuclei rather tllan

electrons and can penetrate into bulk material, unlike photons. Spallation sources

offer a possibility of extension in flux over reactor neutron sources for which only

incremental iml)rovements are possible. In order to achieve high flux, protons from

a linac or synchrotron are stored in a ring and then sent to the target.

A workshop hel<l at Argonne <)n May 13-16, 1993, 1)rought togetller an interna-

tional group of users to <liscllss apl>lications. The list is tremendous and inclu(le<l

rnat(wial sciences, chemistry, polymers, nll<'lear .llgilwering, I)iome<lical applica-

tions, and fundamental l)hysics. Tim fact that sl)allation sources generate int('nse

short pulses means that much more et'Dctive time and energy resolution can t)e

achieved than with reactor sources and even very ('old nelltrons (<< 1 eV can t)_,

provided). Ac<:clcrator sources do not suffer from tile environmental an(l safety

disa(lvantag(,s that plague reactors.

t 'l_'xt adapted from material provi(led by |1. l{utkowski, LBI,, and R. Jameson, LANI,.
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'I'h(' I,os Alalnos Neutron Scatterillg Center (I,ANSCE) now provides tile most

intense burst of ll<'lllrons for researcli il_ a wide range of con<lensed-matter tol>ics

and biological stu<lies. A ,ionlinally 1 ms lI- macroplllse from the Clinton P.

Alltlers<m Meson Pllysics Ieacility (I:AMPF) containing ,_ 3 × 1013 particles is

accumulated for ,,_ 2500 turns in the l)roton Storage Ring) and is then delivere<l

to a refractory metal target in a 200 ns burst to produce the desired spallation

neutron pulse. Tlw highest average power spallation source in the world is the

ISIS maclline at the Rutherford Lab ill Fngland. This is an 800 MeV (levice with

a nonlillal t)eatn l)ower of 120 kW (h'liw'ring 270 ns plllses at a 50 Hz rel)etition

rate.

The l';urot)ean ('oninmtlity has Illldertaken a 2-year study for a 5-MW sl)alla-

tion source that would exceed existillg reactor average intensity levels and retain

all the advantages of a pulsed source. The basic layout is an _ 1 GeV linear

accelerator filling a set of three compressor storage tings that increase the beam

intensity and change the time strll<'ture. The EC workers have also shown how the

linac alone can be used to provide a <lllasi-continuous source (like a reactor) but

i with enhanced experimental benefits.

5.3 TIlE EPICS CONTROl, PRO(;RAM _t

Software developed at lhe Los Alalnos National Laboratory makes everything

frotli sewage treatment plants to conlputer-<'hip factories easier to operate. Three

companies recently received non-cxclllsive licenses to Los Alamos' Fxperimental

Physics and Industrial Control Sysl('lll, a tlexil)le software l)ackage h)r controlling

any complex, high-performance system. Los Alamos an<l Argonne national lab-

oratories developed EPICS in part for computer control of space-based weapons

for the former Strategic Defense II_iliative. Iloyalties over the lifetinm of the three

EPIC.S licenses to ttle universities of California and Chicago, which operate the

two laboratories, are expected to exc<'<'<[$500,000.

"l_xt adapted from the LANL l_ullelin.
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"Our goal is to transfer this valllal)l(' te('l_nology and l)rovid(" ('omnlercial sup-

l)ort for I_I)ICS users and co-developers and l)_Isll I']I)IC,S into new control environ-

meats," said the l_al)oratory's spokesman. El)l(IS supl)orts high-performan(:e data

acquisition, integrated control and a,utomati())). The sofi, ware ,'educes tl)e i.i)ne,

risk and development costs involved in progranlnling large control systems and is

rel_tively easy to adapt to new problems. I"_I)ICS permits real-time monitoring

that reilects the status of hardware and processes throughout an entire system

and serves to connect many computers into a large, ('OOl)erative control n(:twork.

Ac(:e,lerator operators, for example, can steer I)eams with remotely controlled ,nag-

nets, adjust, power levels, record data at preset intervals, etc., all from a single

computer terminal. Diagnostic and other data can lie displayed as text, num-

bers, meter gauges or bar graphs and the displayed data will change at the same

time that hardware subsystems change. Sellsitive components can be adjusted

through EPICS in minute increments. New ways of displaying data or adjusting

hardware can be added to the package witll relative ease. Shared data can mow,

easily among different functional modules f()r storage, display, control and alar,n.

EPICS is based an ol)en computing standards, rather than proprietary commer-

cial software. EPICS is becoming an internatioual standard for accelerator control

systems. The Laboratory is working in a ('o,sortiuul with ANI,, LBI,, and CE-

BAF to develop versions of EPICS for seine of tile major accelerator laboratories

in tile world. Besides numerous Los Alamos al)plications , EI)ICS already is used

CFI_ ' " 'in ..... 3AF, ANI,'s Advanced Photon Source and Intense Pulsed Neutron Source,

LBI,'s Advanced Light Source and the Tesla Test facility in France and (_ermany.

It is under considera(;ion for the ('on(:rol sys(('m for t,h(, new B-leactory proje('t at

SLAC,.
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5.4 MATERIAI,S PlIO(I'_ESSIN(;

5.4.1 llse of Plllsed Ion Beanls for _laterials Surface Treatment*

A new technique uses short pulses of ion beams for modifying material prop-

erties in order to achieve significant benefits in various industrial processes. The

benefits include enhanced surface hardness and corrosion resistance, surface polish-

ing, and chemical-free surface cleaning. Projected cost of this new process, when

it reaches technological maturity, is only a few cents per square foot at a rate of

several thousand square feet per hour.

Potential applications of this treat lnent include:

1. Surface hardening,

2. Surface polishing,

3. Corrosion inhibition,

4. Chemical-free surface cleaning,

5. Bonding of film to substrates,

6. Grain refinement, and

7. Forn_ation of amorphous layers on new materials.

The Ion-Beam Surface TreatmeIit (IBEST)'r technique uses high-energy pulsed

(< 100 ns) ion beams to directly deposil energy in the top 2 to 50 itrn, of the surface

of any material, followed by very rapid cooling. IBEST is a thermal process that

does not significantly change the alomic composition of tim sample. Instead it

thermally heats the surface to mell llsing only 10la ions pet" pulse, only 10-5 atomic

percent of the sample density. 'l'lle depth of treatment is controllable through

variance of the ion energy and species; any gas ion can be used to deposit the

energy. By choosing the suitable iorl range (kinetic energy and mass), pulse width,

• Text, provided by R.W. Stinnet, Sandia National Laboratory.
t R.W. Stinnett, D.C. Mclntyre, J.lS. Greenly, and M.O. Thompson, Sandia National l._tb-

oratories Report SANDg3-1638; July 1, 1993.
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and energy fluence, the desired results can be achieved including surface hardening,

slirface polishing, improvement of corrosion resistance, and chemical-free surface

cleaning.

Surface polishing occurs through use of energy fluences which melt the front

surface so perturbations in the material's surface can relax before resolidification

during cooling. In initial experiments, ion t)ealns have reduced initial surface per-

turbations left by machining from approximately 10 _urn to about 0.1 /urn.

IBEST also has the potential to make important contributions to the ar-

eas of pollution prevention and ecologically-friendly manufacturing applications.

Chemical-free surface cleaning has been dexnonstrated through use of ion param-

eters (e.g., lower kinetic energy and higher mass) which produce very short ion

range for ablation of contaminants on the material's surface.

Since IBEST is pulsed rather than contilluous, high-ion energies can be achieved

with more coral)act, less expensiw, technology. The electrical efficiency of the driver

and beam system are approximately 200(, fror_l the wall plug to energy deposited

in the treated sllrface. This relatively high el(,ctri('al efficiency and relatively low

projected capital cost (,$600,000 for a 50k\V. 0.75 MeV average power system)

leads to a processing cost, of a few cents per S(luare foot and a processing rate of

2000 ft"/hour. This projection is t)ased on a five year cal)ital payback with an

assumed 20% duty factor. Smaller systems al._o should l)e I)ossibh,.

5.4.2 Deep Penetral.ion l:]lectron-Beam \\"(,l_ling

A([vanced high-energy acceh,rators based ()n l)Ulsed-power techllology are bo-

ing lc'_ lopc(l by San(lia National I,al)oralori(,s Tills le(:llnology has potentia.l for

l)rovidi_lg a compact, high-voltage, lligll-l)ower ele('tron-l)ealn welder for nonva(,-

uum welding applications, lligh-(m('rgy, iligti-power el(,(:tron tJ('arils can be used

for strtmtural welding applications that retlllire deep penetration and high welding

:[:Text provided I)y Bol) N. 'Furman, Sandia Nati_mal Lal)oralory.
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rates in metals such as steel, COl)per, and altlminunl. Tile use of high-energy beanas

in the 500 to 1000 keV range allow tlw focused beam to be transported through

atmospheric pressure air and removes tlle requirement for large vacuum chambers

for structural welding. The use of I)eam power ill the 100 to 200 kW range allows

steel volume welding rates of 3 to 6 cmS/s.

Potential applications include:

1. Blind weldicg for double-hull sllips,

2. Custom fabrication of thick _I_,e- and I-beams,

3. Bridge construction,

4. Pressure vessel fabrication,

5. Oil drilling pipes and structures, and

6. Aluzninuil_ and steel alltomo!ive assembly.

5.4.3 Pulse(1-[-;le' ctron-Beam Joining*

FM Technologies has embarke(l on a new effort in high temperature joining

of materials using a pulsed electron beam (PEB). Joining of advanced materials

such as high temperature metals (e.g., nickel-based superalloys and intermetallics),

ceramics, and composites based upon these materials is a challenging technolog-

ical problem. For metals, maintaiIiillg the desired microstructure an(l preventing

the formation of potentially brittle iilt ernletallic t)hases are tile most iml)ortant

problems. The colllt)ination of lligll strength an(l low fracture tougllness makes

ceramics vulnerable to cracking iIl(lllce(t by any residual stresses resulting from the

joining process.

Joining of dissimilar materials is generally difficult because of discontinuities,

and interlayer materials with grad(,d properties are sometimes employed to mini-

mize stresses that can lead to joint failure. ]|owever, providing the energy needed

t Text provided by F. M. Make, FM Terhnologies, Inc., Fairfax, VA.
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to heat the interlayer materials to joining temperature and holding it at that tem-

perature for the necessary time can lead to degradation of the properties of the

materials being joined

The PEB method has potential to overcome these problems. The energy de-

position increases as the density of the irradiated material increases. By judicious

choice of the electron energy and density, and thickness of the materials to be

joined (including any interlayer materials), the electron beam energy can be selec-

tively deposited in a narrow spatial region at the interlayer. FMT has developed

a proprietary P EB joining method which can be used to join similar or dissimilar

materials. Selection of the beam parameters for specific joining experiments are

guided by CYLTRAN Monte Carlo numerical simulations.

The energy deposition data computed from the Monte Carlo program is used

to generate the temperature profile in the sample, which may in general inc]ude

a series of different interlayer materials. The simulations show that a very well

defined peaked distribution can be obtained in the temperature profile generated

by a pulsed electron beam in this type of application.

5.4.4 Ion Implantation Itardening _

Implantation of ions (boron, etc.) into semiconductors has been a highly suc-

cessful commercial accelerator application for many years. Implantation of ions

to modify surface properties of metals and other materials, however, has been far

short of matching this degree of commercial application. There are at least three

reasons for this, namely:

1. Modification of surface properties of metals (hardness, wear resistance, cor-

rosion resistance, etc.) requires as much as 100 times the number of ions/cm 2

as implantation into semiconductors,

2. Cost in comparison to alternatives is a critical issue, and

:]:Text provided by Ronald L. Martin, Argonne National Lab. and ACCTEK Associates.
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3. Tile complexity of it all with 100 or so different isotopes able to be implanted

into millions of different surfaces with different concentrations and penetra-

tion depths - a truly enormous field.

An example is in increasing the hardness of machine tools. It has been estab-

lished that one can increase the lifetime of machine tools by a factor of 5. ttowever,

tile cost of doing this with ion implantation makes the cost of the tool more than

5 times greater, and machine tools are generally easy to replace. Implantation of

nitrogen into titanium for use as joint replacements in humans (by the Spire Corp.)

has been successful but now has to compete with plastics for this application.

Ion implantation has a totally untapped potm_tial for viable applications not

yet discovered or identified. It allows mixing any ion with any solid surface in any
i

proportions whether their chemistry is comparable or not. It could become a major

commercial technology of the future. An important application example would be

improving the corrosion resistance of tubes for molten salt fuel in reactors. Itere

the cost of tube failure and replacement in a 30-50 year lifetime of the reactor far

outweighs the somewhat higher cost of the tube material. The cost/benefit ratio

in this case is very favorable. What is needed is broad-based R&D support for

developing cost-effective applications and for scientific studies to understand the

surface properties produced, thereby guiding the future direction of this field.

5.5 I_ADIOGRAPtIY APPLICATIONS

5.5.1 Neutron Radiography Using Accelerator Sources §

Neutron radiography is a nondestructive inspection technique that is now al-

most totally dependent on reactor neutron sources. Such sources meet many of

the current commercial requirements for small-part inspections, but most of the

reactors involved are nearing end-of-life and the demand for neutron radiography

§ Text provided by G.E. McMichael and R.L. Martin, ANL, and by R,.Papsco and F. Swanson,
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, NY.
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is expanding. Major applications of neutron radiography include inspections of

investment-cast turbine blades, reactor fuel and small explosive devices, corrosion

in aerospace parts including heat pipes, adhesive bonding layers in structural parts

and hydrogen embrittlement in welds. New or expanded requirements keep arising,

as for example the work going on by Grumman Aerospace Corporation with the

Brookhaven National Laboratory research reactor to detect and characterize areas

of hidden corrosion within aerospace structures.

The requirements for the neutron beana (intensity, collimation, energy, gamma

background) have been well established by work with reactor-based sources. Cal-

culations and modelling indicate that suitable beams could be produced by mod-

erating and collimating neutrons produced by in a lithium or beryllium target

bombarded with an intense low-energy (few MeV) proton or deuteron beam. The

technology to produce such a particle beam in a 100% duty factor radiofrequency

quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator is well understood and in fact would be demon-

strated on the Continuous Wave Deuterium Demonstrator (CWDD), a 2 MeV, 80

mA average current deuteron accelerator that was being constructed for the former

SDI program at Argonne National Laboratory. The CWDD was _90% complete

when the project was cancelled. Earlier work at Chalk River suggests an accelera-

tor specifically designed for neutron radiography could be manufactured for a unit

recurring cost of ,$2-4 M (1993 dollars).

An advantage of an accelerator-based neutron radiography facility is that it

could be transportable, moved on a flatbed truck or slung by a crane to bring the

diagnostic to the factory or test site. (Even if technical problems could be over-

come, the licensing requirements for a transportable reactor will be very difficult

to overcome.) Thus an accelerator-based facility opens up the possibility of inspec-

tion of objects too large or otherwise unsuitable to bring into a reactor hall. For

the aerospace industry, it would open up the possibility of bringing the diagnostic

to the air frame, to use neutron radiography to look for corrosion without having

to remove components to bring them to a remote facilit".
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5.5.2 Compact, Portable Systems for Industrial Radiography*

Accelerator and electrical pulsed power technology is now reaching the point

where compact and portable accelerator systems are possible. Conlpact, explo-

sively driven electrical power supplies are capable of generating many gigawatts

of electrical power. Advances in microwave source technology are resulting in the

availability of high peak power microwave, sources at higher and higher frequen-

cies. The availability of high peak power at high frequency allows one to use a very

small accelerating structure. Since accelerator size scales inversely with frequency,

an accelerator designed to deliver a 10 MeV beam would only need to be a few

inclms in diameter and on(, foot or so long at 10 GIIz.

A system can be envisioned consisting of an explosively driven electrical power

supply tliat powers a microwaw'_ sollrc(,. The high power, higll frequency rnicrowaw_

source would, in turn, provide the _'llergy to accelerate a particle l)eani for nlaking

x rays or neutrons. The entire syst_,nl would be easily mall-transportable and co,lid

operate in the absence of electrical power. Being self contained and portable, this

device could be used in field applicatloils inspecting mechanical structures such as

bridges, and pipelines. The explosively driven power supply can also be used to

power a high power ground penetrating radar unit that can be used for subsurface

mapping and h)r environmental reme'diation by detecting buried waste.

The explosively-driven power SUl)ply would be an exper_dable item, and would

be connected to the microwave source arid accelerator by a coaxial power cable

long enough to avoid damage to the main, relatively valuable, components, which

could be reused many times. The explosive power supply is relatively inexpensiwe

and would be replaced for each shot.

, Text provided by Michael V. Fazio, LANL.
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5.6 GAMMA-RESONANCE EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEMS t

Gamma-ray resonance absorption analysis is based on the preferential absorp-

tion of 9.172 MeV gamma-rays by 14N, an element which occurs at higher density

in nitrogen-based explosives than in almost all other common luggage or container

materials. The gamma-rays are generated in laC, foil targets by the proton reso-

nance absorption IaC + p --, 7 + 14N. This reaction occurs when protons irradiate

a 13C foil at an energy of 1746.6 4-0.9 keV wllere the resonance width has been

measured to be 135 4- 9 eV. Due to the center of mass energy, gamma-rays at

an angle of 80.8 4- 1° to the reaction plane have tile precise energy required for

re-absorption by 14N in tile item under inspection. Exl)losives can be detected

and imaged using a BGO detector array wil,ll a resolution of a few millimeters

by determining the ratio of the nitrogen i,o total density using both resonant and

non-resonant angular ranges.

Commercial economics demand an efficient particle accelerator with a compact

footprint to generate the 1.75 MeV proton beam. Utilization of the resonance

reaction requires very low energy spread (4- 2.5 keV) and corresi)ondizlg tight

energy centroid stability. Meeting practical inspection throughput levels with both

very high detection probabilities and very low false alarm rates demands high

average current intensity (> 10 mA) and target designs tiler, can tolerate the high

flux. All these factors favor a high-current (qectrostatic tandem accelerator to

generate a dc proton I)eam. l{f acceler_ttor systenls, s_l(:h a,s a I{adio-I'_requency

Quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator, are projecl.(_'(! to be too ineflicier_t for commercial

exploitation.

Similar accelerator based systems that utilize resona, nces corresponding to other

energies and targets can perhaps be developed to detect other characteristic explo-

sive and drug signatures such as oxygen and (,llloriIle respecl, ively. For instance, the

2.8 MeV proton reaction with a4S can produce 9 MeV gammas that are resonant

t Text provided by Alan "Ibdd, Grurnman Space Systems, Princeton, NJ.
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wii,h chlorille, llowever, tile cross-sections for other react, ions are getlerally lower

than for I:_C, and llence furl, her stress l,lle intensity issues.

Pot,ellLia,l ma.rkeLs for nii,rogen-ricli explosive dei, ecLion sysi,etlls include ait'l)ort,

baggage inspertion, and i,liin coIli, ailler inspect, ion and package inspect, ion a,i, vari-

ous facilil, ies, sllcll as endmssies and iillrlear power plants. Furi, ller developlnoni, of

tile techniqlle may also open up l,lw (lrug and other collLraband nlarket, s. Crii:iral

technical issues for the (levelopmelll, of commercial sysl, ems center on delnollsi, rai,-

itlg reliable tligh currerlt i,a rl<letli operai, iotl witll gas strippers, colnlmcl, lligtl-voltage

power supplies a,11drobllsl, t,arg('L a,ss(,iTiblies. A(l(litiolially, l,o l)C,llei, ra, i,( , i, lle l)Oi,etl -

t,ial ina,rkeL'-;, the cost, of fieldiIIg rol111_art l)ro(lttci, ion syst,ems sllould liot, exret'(l

a low tnillion dollars, (preferably _ $1 M) and radia,tioli safely isstles Sllolll(l I)e

I,llorouglily addressed. Wit ll stl(:ll a low-cost s3'st,el_, tile l)oi;e_lt,ial ma, rl<et prol_al_ly

exreeds ltalf a l_illioll (lollars (> $2 NI x 250 _,ii, s).

Under I"AA si)onsorsliip, botli l l_e Soreq lusLitul, e iti lsraol an(l I,Ile l,os Ala_los

National Laborat, ory have (lenaot_sl,rate(i in l)rit_cipal t,]_e vial)ilit, y of t,l_is explosive

dete(rt, ior_ i,ecl_ni(l_ie. 'l't_e mosl, re('e111 IA)s Alan_os exl)eri_wnl, s _lt,ilize(t a_l I{I;'Q all(!

a buncher, in or(ter l,o mini_ize L]., o_I i)_11,energy sl)rea(l , i,o general,e a low a,verag(_

currenl, l)rot, on beam thai, was us('(l iI_ (let.eel, ion studies. It, remailis ]_ow(,v(,_r, i,o

(iemonsi, rat,e that an ('conomicall 5, a tl, ra(,l, ive, reliable system (:a,_ I)e ('o_sl, ru(:le(l

for l,his at)i)li(:ation.
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6. SYNCHROTRON LIGHT FACILITIES

AND FREE ELECTRON LASERS

6.1 SYNCItROTRON-LIGttT LITIIOGRAPIIY SYSTEMS

6.1.1 Status and Prospects for X-ray Lithography*

Although uncertainties in its ultimate commercial success and timing remain,

x-ray lithography could become an industrial application of accelerators of consid-

erable importance around tile turn of the century. The dramatic progress in recent

decades in the manufacture of integrated circuits of increasingly high density has

been accomplished by shrinking feature dimensions with optical lithography tools

using visible and near ultraviolet light. Tools are being developed to push optical

lithography into the deep ultraviolet (waw_lengths down to 193 nm) which may

allow production of memory circuits (DRAMs) with 256 Mbit capacity. By com-

parison, 4 and 16 Mbit ctlips are routinely available today, and 64 Mbit chips are

just becoming available in limited quantities. There is no doubt, however, that

diffraction limits and the difficulties of working with highly absorbed radiation in

the vacuum ultraviolet will ultimately limit the capability of optical lithography.

The leading candidate to extem' high volume semiconductor production to still

higher levels of integration is proximity printing with synchrotron radiation x-rays.

The status of x-ray lithography was reviewed in a recent dedicated issue of the

IBM Journal of Research and Development. t Proximity printing is a conceptually

simple process in which a pattern on a mask is transfi_rred to silicon by means

of exposure to x rays of about 1 keV. These x rays are sufficiently energetic to

penetrate a transmission mask, while not so energetic as to degrade resolution by

virtue of their range in the photoresist. Willie a good deal of work has gone into

developing alternatives, including anode and plasma sources, synchrotrons remain

, Text provided by l)avid E. Andrews, Oxford Instruments.
t IBM _lournal of Research and Development, Volume 37, No. 3, May 1993.
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the preferred x-ray source for this application because of the intensity and colli-

mation of synchrotron radiation. The significant capital cost of a synchrotron is

compatible with tile scale of high volume l)roduction as practiced in large capac-

ity semiconductor facilities, whose value can exceed $1B. The $5013 world-wide

semiconductor industry sperlds llpwa.rds of $10B per year on capital equipment.

The gating techilical issues determilling x-ray lithography's success primarily in-

volve mask technology, in particular pattern placement accuracy and stability, and

alignment issues.

IBM did the initial developnmnt work on x-ray litlmgraplly at the National Syn-

chrotron Light Source at. Brookhavell National Laboratory. This work colltinues

on a commercially l)urchase(l, (ledi('at(,d ring at th(' A(ivalwed I,ithography Facility

in Fishl<ill, NY. Motorola and AT&'I ' also have significant development programs,

with Motorola currently working at t,lle Center for X-ray I,itllograplly at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, and on the syncllrotron light source Aladdin. Liousiana State

University has also installed a con_In('rcially l)urchased ring, wllich is availabl(' for

this work. There is considerable activity outside the U.S., especially in Japan,

where several synchrotrons have beell commissioned especially for this application.

A study of the Japanese effort concluded: "From the standpoint of basic science,

the United States and Japan are equally established in the fundamentals of XRL;

however, the Japanese industrial sector is deeply involved in the development of

this technology. Japanese industry will lead the world in establishing the success

or failure of this technology to compete with the alternate lithographic approaches

to the manufacture of 0.2,5 micron IC's." _t

_t JTEC Panel Report on X-ray Lithography in Japan published by the Japanese Technology
Evaluation Center, Loyola College of Maryland, October 1991.
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6.1.2 Micromachinery§

One of the applications of synchrotron radiation receiving the most inter-

est from scientists and industry is micromachining. Micromachines are three-

dimensional microstructures such as sensors, actuators, miniature gears, and mi-

crosurgical tools roughly ranging in size from l0 to 500 microns. Some of the

prototype micromachinery components already being developed with the help of

synchrotron radiation include acceleration-sensitive switches for air bag release,

microfiltration membranes, and switches for optical fibers.

At a synchrotron light source, micromachincry can be made using a process

known as deep-etch x-ray lithography. Unlike the lithography techniques developed

for integrated-circuit applications where the action takes place on the surface of a

material, resist patterns produced by deep-etch x-ray lithography show structural

heights of up to 500 microns with lateral dimensions in the micron range with

submicron precision. Thus, with this method, aspect ratios (ratio of height to

smallest lateral dimension) of up to 100 can be obtained, whereas in thin-film

lithography for microelectronics, aspect ratios of 2 to 3 are typical. The ability to

make thicker micromachines offers many advantages such as an increase in volume

which provides more mass and strength, and the possibility of using alternative

materials and fabrication methods. A fabricated microactuator that is 500 microns

tall, for example, can produce larger forces and torque than a thinner device.

Two properties of synchrotron radiation essential for the deep-etch x-ray lithog-

raphy process are a high degree of collimatioil, and high flux at short wavelengttls.

The small divergence is essential for making precise structures. The high flux pro-

vides the radiation dose necessary for the chemical modifications in the irradiated

parts of the resist to take place within a reasonable time. Light from a synchrotron

light source with high flux at 2-to-3-angstronl waw_lengths will enable scientists to

get the exposures needed in a matter of milJ_ltes. Using short-wavelength x-rays

§ Text provided by Keith Jackson, LBL.
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(energy about 5 keV) provides deep l_eiletration iiito tile target, material. If tile

target is then tiite¢! through a series of such exposllres, highly complex structures

(:an be created.

The provell applications of nlicroITlachinery have excited private industry and

the scielltific community. For examl)le, a (]erman company MicroParts was formed

in 1990 as a joint venture of several commercial enterprises for the development,

fabricalion, and marketing of micr()si.rl|ci ural components. Mi('roParts has already

started the large-scale manufacture of (l(,ep-etch x-ray lithography producis, com-

ponents for plastic optical fiber twtworks. Though too early to make accurate

market forecasts for 3-I) micromacllilles, current estimates put the present world-

wide micromachinery market at apl)roximately $500 million with the potential to

reach $10 billion by tile year 2000.

6.1.3 Iligh-Gradient Injector to all X-Ray I,ithography Ring

Vigorous demand for new lithography machines is anticipated to result from an

explosive growth of the high-density computer chip market, in the coming decades.

Existing chip lithography machines are limited by optical technology. New x-

ray synchrotron storage ring prototypes currently being developed for research

purposes are large and expensive, l"urthermore, these rings use low-energy electron

injectors which are long and require ramping to reach full energy. Nevertheless, the

advantages of synchrotron radiation over other methods of x-ray production are

its excellent, beam quality for unilk)rm wafer exposure, and its high beam intensity

and multiport capability for lligh lilroughput in a chip l)roduction environment.

A cost-effective injector would be a high-gradient electron accelerator (IIGA)

driven by a high-power microwave source, combined with superconducting magnet

technology. The high gradient, arid lwIlce short injector would result in substantial

reduction in capital equipment, space and shielding costs. In addition, the use

¶ Text provided by David Yu, DUIA' Research Inc., Rancho Palos Verdes, CA.
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of the ttGA as a full-energy injector can significantly increase the current in a

superconducting storage ring and hence ttle intensity of the emitted x rays, and

reduce the wafer exposure time. To maximize production capacity, up to twenty

x-ray beana lines (similar to the IBM Last-l"ishkill facility) for chip etching can

be operated simultaneously by a single storage ring, a distinct advantage over

single-line devices such as e-beam or laser plasma x-ray sources.

The parameters of the Next Linear Collider Test Accelerator (NL(TI'A)* match

well with the requirements of a full-energy electron injector to a superconducting

x-ray lithography ring. The NLCTA is desigiled for an energy gaill of 540 MeV in

an active accelerating length of 10.8 m (gt, adient of 50 MV/m) using three 50 MW

X-band klystrons.

6.2 _'IAq'EI/IALS _CIEN(:I.;S I'{ESEARCII USIN(; _YN(;,lllIOTIlON I'{AI)IATI()N

X rays and ultraviolet light from synchrotron radiation sources have many uses

in the materials sciences. Synchrotron-light-t)ased research can provide valuable

information about atomic structure, chemical corrlposition, (lynanlics of structural

transitions, and magnetic properties of t_lallor. A few of the industries whose

technology benefits t'roln this type of inforllaal ion include petrochemicals, semicon-

ductors, computers, and waste lllanagement.

One problem area for magnetic storage materials, for example, is understanding

the factors that influence the shape arid prol)erties of bits on a disk. Ilow can one

inspect 1)its of tile sul)-rnicron size t)rojecte(! for t,lw near t'uttlre? One cl('arly lleeds

a tool to observe a spatial resolution nlu(,ll slllaller tllan ttl(, t)it size in order to

investigate the efl'ect of the clomailt boundaries. It is also important tltat the bits

be inspected "as written" on the disk. Since recording disks contain protective

overcoats about ,00 angstroms thick of carl)on and lubricant to prevent crashes

* Next Linear Collider (NLC)'h_st Accelerator l)esign Report, SLAC Report 411, August
1993.

:_ Text provided by Fred Schlachter, I, BI,.
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of the recoMing head, tile inspection technique must be able to look at buried

magnetic domains.

Spatially resolw, d magnetic circular x-ray dichroism (MCXD) spectroscopy now

shows immense promise as a tool for understanding magnetic materials Using cir-

clllarly polal iz,'¢l synchrotroll radiation in conjt|nction with an inlaging 1nicroscope,

II_IM has made the first M(',XD spectroscopy pictures of bits as snlall as 10 × 1

lira on a compllter's magnetic storage disk. liy usilig tim M('XD technique, IBM

was able to image the disk material beneath lhe overlayer of cart)on and lubri-

cant,, a feature especially iml)ortalll for lecliliological applical, ions. Tilts type of

research can lead to grealt,r underslanding of l lie lllaglwlic characlerisiics of nla-

terials, and possil_ly io the developmellt of new nlalerials with greatly i11creased

i magnetic storage capacity in the $50 billion a ye_r inforlllation storage industry.

Silnilar specirt,scol,ies can be tist,d It, itl_age nlixed l_olylll('rs all(l other lilalerials

of industrial illterest. For example, cllaracterizatioll lechlliques tlsiug syncllrotron

radiation are l)eitlg used to tlist, iIIgtlisll I)etweell the cornl)Ollents of polymer bh'nds

lo study i]_e voitls and l)onding IH,iwe(,_ the compone_ts as a function of ten,po-

sition an(l t)ro(:essing. '['his type of i_formation can lead to i_pori, aW iml)rove-

ments in the design of a(lvance(! _at(,rials like high-strength 1)olymer fibers and

imt)act-resistant I_igh-strength polym¢,rs. These materials are used in a variety of

af)plications including airplane and n_icroelectronic coral)orients, flat, panel (lisplay

screens, and bullet proof vests.

6.3 Fill,;E EI, EC'rlI()N LAsEIIS

6.3.1 FEL Introduction

Free-electron lasers (FEL) are just siarting to make a scientific impact in sur-

face science, chemistry, biology, and _nedicine. The future holds great promise for

them, so the subject is an example of where accelerator tec]mology, the ability

to manipulate anti control beams of particles and photons, can be expected to
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contribute, greatly, in the future. We believe that future contributions will be to

basic science, and to various commercial enterprises. In order to achieve this end,

however, continued R&D is required.

The basic idea is to send a current of electrons (of small energy spread and small

emittance) through an alternating magnetic field so that the electrons undergo

wiggling motion. The electron motion is coupled to the electromagnetic field and

an instability in the electron motion results in significant radiation. This radiation

is at a frequency u ,_, "72c/,Xu,, where 7 is the electron's relativistic mass, c is the

velocity of light, and _w the period of magnetic field period. Thus it is possible,

with reasonable wiggler periods, to achieve lasing in the infra red using electrons

of energy only a few tens of MeV. Lasing ill the ultra violet requires very short

wiggler periods and/or very high energy electrons (GeVs). 'l'he VEL wavelength

can be readily changed by adjusting l,he electron beam energy or by changing the

wiggler period in some designs, while the high peak power of an FEL is only a

matter of having large power in the electron beam.

Applications have focused upon the infrared (lit), because this is a part of the

spectrum where other tunable sources of radiation (lo not exist. For IR radiation,

the free-electron laser is well-developed and user facilities are now in existance at

Stanford, Duke, Orsay, Vanderbilt, and FOM (Netherlands). In addition about l0

FEL centers, for various purposes, have been established as a government sponsored

program in Japan. A second generation of IR VELs, having greater average power

and smaller line widths and greater stability, are proposed by a number of places

such as CEBAF and LBL.

The present machines are used for scientific studies in fields as diverse surface

science, chemistry, biology and medical research (such as finding the best frequency

for cutting tissue, see Section 2.5.3).

There is a great deal of K&,D being done on FELs. Besides the work on IR

FELs, there is work on developing an ultra violet version of an FI!;L. Groups include

those at I,os Alamos, SLAC, I)uke, BNI,, an<! CI';BAF, and the approaches are all
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different. The requirenwnts, here, are much more severe thall ill the infra red and

require w, ry goo_l beanls of electrolls and/or very short period wiggh.rs of very long

leligth, or lllirrors operal_le at. sllort w_lvelengths (and not easily damaged).

l,os Alalllos has a new, compact 1:I",1, in operation, specilically aimed at en-

ablillg iIldustrial and research apl)lications of FELs. Ottmr groups, sll¢'h as Stan-

ford, I_(!I,A and NRL, are workiilg oll constructing compact and cheap FEI,s.

l,_ses of I?ELs collld be very large indeed, for we are talking of a laser that

ol_erates over a wide frequency range, is high powered and tunat)le. Tlm ouly "draw

back" is expense, and experience ha.s shown, as in so very ma_y things, that in due

course high cost will be overcome. Applications, besides scientific work, inclutle

filsion energy, powerillg of comnltll_ication satellites, and llolograpllic ilnaging in

the x-ray range.

6.3.2 In(lustrial FELs Based on Sul)erconducting RE Accelerators*

Superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) accelerators, recently brought to ma-

turity in the II.S. for physics researcll, offer enornmus economic potential as driver

accelerators for a new kind of industrial light source: the high-average-power,

wavelength-tunable free electron laser (FEL). Industrial interest worldwide is grow-

ing for the potential applications of EELs, which include advanced materials, ma-

terials processing, manufacturing, pollution remediation, medical imaging, textiles,

adhesives, and diagnostics. EEL ligllt can profitably alter the chemistry, topogra-

phy, and morphology of materials, surfaces, and interfaces on an industrial scale.

In many applications, a substanti:,l environmental benefit can be realized via. the

FEL's replacement of a wet-chemislry process.

FELs circumvent the two main limitations of conventional lasers:

1. Production of monochromatic ligllt at only a single wavelength intrinsically

determined by the atomic structure of the "lasing" medium, and

, Text provided by George Neil, CI']BAF.
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2. Restriction by heat generation to comparatively low levels of power output.

By manipulating the unbound electrons of an accelerated beam, an FEL produces

its monochromatic light at selectable infrared, visible, and ultraviolet wavelengths,

and can do so at tens of kilowatts, with promising prospects for hundreds of kilo-

watts. A 100 kW FEL would produce light for about 0.2 cents/kJ, roughly 1/100

the cost of light from the excimer lasers now used in a few places in industry.

For the moment, the U.S. economic competitor most aware of the potential of

FELs is Japan, where a $70 M government-industry initiative is under way. The

U.S., however, still has the technological lead in both FELs and the SRF accelera-

tors that are ideally suited to drive them. FELs using non-SRF driver accelerator

technology have been under development in the U.S. for 15 years, including sub-

stantial R&D in the Strategic Defense Initiative. SRF accelerators matured during

the 1980s. The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) in New-

port News, Virginia, has the world's largest (> 800 MV) base of installed SRF

capability.

The unique advantage of an SRF accelerator for driving an FEL is the low wall

losses in the superconducting accelerating cavities, permitting continuous rather

than pulsed operation, and thereby leading to high average power. An SRF-driven

FEL would manipulate a contirmous-wave beam of high-energy electrons (tens to

hundreds of MeV), converting about 1% of the energy into light in a magnetic

device called a wiggler. A proposal has been submitted by CEBAF to ARPA for

construction and demonstration of a prototype 5 kW SRF-drivcn industrial FEL

with output ranging from 25 #m down to 150 am. The level of industrial interest

is evidenced by $17M in matching funds promised by the proposing consortium.
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6.3.3 Compact, Inexpensive FEL for the Far Illfra.red*

There is interest in tile dew.,Ioptnent of an FEL that would be sufficiently

inexperlsive (< $300 k in componenls) and compact (< 2m 2) so that it would be

accessible to individuM laboratories. All existing FELs are large and expensive,

and would be considered in the category of national facilities. The far infrared

portion of the spectrum was chosen for the following reasons:

1. The electron beam energy is not too high, (several MeV),

2. The required beam quality is modest,

3. Performance characteristics (gain,output power) are good,

4. There are few alternative sources, and

5. There are interesting problems to study.

The FEL features, and corresponding applications include:

1. Tunability: allowing such studies as:

(a) Vibrations in DNA (40-600 microns),

(b) Solid state spectroscopy (100-1000 microns), and

(c) Molecular rotation spectroscopy (e.g. to study the constituents in ozone

destruction 50-500 microns).

2. Short Pulses: allowing such studies as:

(a) Relaxation of hot electrons in semiconductors (200-500 microns),

(b) Phonon decay (60-400 microns), and

(c) Transient magnetics (200 microns).

3. High Peak Power: allowing such studies as:

(a) Selective bond-breaking (photoablation), and

, Text contributed by I{. Pantell, Stanford Univ.
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(b) Nonlinear optics.

4. High Average Power: allowing applications such as:

(a) Space radar and communications, and

(b) Plasma heating for fusion.

The accelerator we are using is a microwave cavity gun with a thermionic

cathode. Acceleration length is 8 cm., and with an input power of 6.3 MW we are

able to obtain a 4.5 MV beam with 1% energy spread and normalized emittance of

67r mm-mrad for 67% of the particles. Peak current in the micropulse is 10 A with

a 10 ps time duration, and 0.3 A macropulse current over 2 #s. Approximately 40%

of the current emitted by the gun was in a 1% energy interval. For the parameters

of our FEL, the wavelength is 80 #m with 400% small-signal gain.

6.4 FAR-INFRARED PICOSECOND PULSES OF COIIERENT TRANSITION RADI-
?

ATION

Transition radiation is produced by the passage of a charged particle through

the interface between media with different dielectric constants. It is caused by a

collective response of the matter surrounding the particle trajectory to readjust to

the electromagnetic field of the charged particle. In the low-fi'equency region where

a metal acts like a perfect conductor, its electric shielding effects can be represented

in the nonrelativistic limit by an image cllarge placed at an equal distance behind

the metal surface. As the charge approaches the boundary so does this image

charge. The radiation pattern with a frequency spectrum extending from the

microwave to the x-ray region is emitted when tlle charged particle enters the metal

and the charge and its image cancel. Fxperiments have shown that the analysis

must be modified if instead a charged particle bunch is incident on the conductor.

If the bunch length is larger than the wavelength of the radiation, each charged

particle in the bunch radiates il_dependently and the intensity is proportional to the

t Text provided by A. J. Sievers, Cornell Univ.
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number of particles; however, if the converse is true, tile bunch radiates coherently.

Tile experiments, which make use of the millimeter long electron bunches from

the Cornell linear accelerator, show that in the far IR the radiation intensity is

proportional to tile square of tile number of electrons in tile bunch. _ The total

energy per bunch in the far lit, is found to be 1.7 #J for 5 x 10`9electrons. This

value should be compared with that calculated for a 1-mm Gaussian electron beam

incident on a perfect conductor, na.lnely 15 #J for frequencies greater than 1 crn -1.

Coherence effects determine the spectral distribution of the far IlL

A complete measurement of this spectrum can be used to determine the form

factor of the bunch with a resolving power of about 100, since its shape is propor-

tional to the modulus squared of tile Fourier transform of the longitudinal electron

distribution. Since the output has a peak power of megawatts for picosecond pulse

lengths, it can be used for time-resolved pump-probe experiments of solids, liquids,

high-pressure gases and plasmas in the spectral region where low-lying many-body

collective excitations arc important.

6.5 LAND-BASED FEL TO POWEr( SATELLITES

6.5.1 Wireless Power Transmission or Power Beaming §

This section addresses the applicability of Free-Electron Lasers (FELs) for the

NASA Laser Power Beaming program. It is important to note that a detailed study

of the machine requirements has Ilot, been made for the Laser Power Beaming ap-

plication. The performance, schedule and costing estimates are based on previous

studies for the Ground-Based FEL program.

Wireless Power Transmission, or WPT, (also referred to as Power Beaming)

covers several different missions. ']']le basic idea is to efficiently get energy from one

location to another, more remote, location. The type of energy is usually agreed

3/ U. Ilappek, A. J. Sievers and E. B. Blum, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67 2926 (1991).
§ Text provided by R. Jameson, LANL
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to be either microwave or optical (laser generated). Two types of remote locations

are considered, either terrestrial, or Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) to Geosynchronous

Orbit (GEO).

The interest is evident by the many countries that are investigating the po-

tential of WPT, including Russia, Japan, France, Ukraine, and Canada. This

program is driven by commercial and non-defense concerns, which presently lack

the financial resources to progress very efl'ectiw'ly.

There are three missions which show particldar promise for laser WPT:

1. Providing power for boost from LEO to GEO,

2. Supplying power for extended shuttle missions, and

3. Extending the life of satellites by providing power in excess of the solar flux.

Most of these missions rely on using photow_ltaic _u'r_ys to convert the laser power

to electrical power. These arrays have a peak optical response near 0.85 microns

for GaAs, with eflqciencies of nearly 50%.

LEO to GEO orbit-raising consists of using power from Earth stations for elec-

tric thrusters that in turn provide high specific irni)ulse propulsion to interorbital

vehicles. The goal is to reduce the tmlount of propellant needed for a given mission

by a factor of ten or more. This is the commercial application favored by Rocket-

dyne. Rocketdyne's investment analysis gives a 30% reduction ($39 M compared

to $67 M per satellite) in launch costs compa, red to solely chemical proplllsion

systems.

Supplying power to the spa,ce shuttle llas iilteIlt of extending the opera.ring

lifetime of a shuttle mission from present 10 _la,ys maximum, improving the return

on a single mission. This application interests Maxwell l,abs.

Communication satellites in GEO have batteries that normally provide power

during 90 Earth eclipses each yea,, 'Phe heavy charge- discharge cycle decreases

their life expectancy. Battery life, and tli_ls satellite life, can be extended by

providing power during eclipses. At l_resent, 70 satellites are scheduled to be
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replaced by tlle year 2000 at a cost of ahnost $10 billion. Adding 3 years onto

a satellite's life of 7 to 10 years could save a significant fraction of this money.

Increased power can also be used to boost the signal strength or allow more channels

on a given satellite.

The laser power requirements for all of the above missions fall in the range of

50 to 200 KW. Why an FEL? The I'_li;L is uniquely suited for the WPT program.

The following are the advantages of an I"EL:

1. The maili advantage is that the li'EL can be operated at a wa,velength which

matches the peak in electrical efficiency of the pllotovoltaic arrays aboard

the satellite. This implies t]la,l an efficient conversion of light to electrical

energy aboard the satellite and minimizes the required laser power.

2. The FEL is most efficient (expected efficiency greater than 10%) and cost

eft'_ctive at high laser-powers.

3. The rf linac FEL has a, conl, iiluous stream of ligllt pulses which are better

matched to the photovoltaic _'lectrical response than high-peak-power lasers

using induction linac acceleratrors making nanosecond range pulses. The op-

tical power converters in the satellite do not saturate and become inefficient.

4. The FEL is an all electric device and does not _,enerate toxic effluents as a

by-product (but does require radiation shielding).

5. The good optical quality and single frequency conten* of the laser beam

produced by the FEL is well-suited to adaptive optic compensation.

6. Because of the SDIO program, a great amount of theoretical studies and

experimental work has gone ilifo developing well-characterized design codes

for a medium-power laser systenl.

7. The size, cost, and efficiency of an FEI, have all been significantly improved

from designs a decade ago. A 100 kW FEL is well within the present state

of FEL technology.

The following is a list of corwerlls regarding the use of an FEL:
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1. The primary concern is the cost of tile FEL. A crude estimate of the cost of

a 100 kW FEL is $30 M (plus or minus $10M).

2. A kilowatt class FEL has not been operated. However, 1 to l0 kilowatt class

FELs are schedule to be operating in the next five years.

A system analysis is required to optimally lnatch the FEL to the application.

FELs have a large degree of design freedom to match the requirements for a par-

ticular application. For example, a design can be optimized to reduce capital cost

at the expense of operating cost.

6.5.2 Space Laser Energy Project (SELENE)*

The Space Laser Energy Project (SELENE) is a proposal to develop a land-

based powerplant to supply electrical power through laser light conversion to orbit-

ing satellites. The power will extend tile lifetime of satellites in orbit and make it

feasible to insert satellites into geostationary orbit at reduced cost, Each commer-

cial information satellite will provide an economic benefit of approximately $40M

per year of life extension; insertion costs will be reduced from the present value of

about $100 M per satellite to about $35 M per satellite. If satellites are inserted

into the wrong orbit, as has happened at least twice this year, instead of aban-

doning the satellite the orbit can be corrected. Saving the satellites lost this year

alone would more than pay h)r the entire SELENE program.

The system consists of a powerful free electron laser and a large adaptive optic

telescope to beam laser power through the atmosphere to geosynchronous orbit.

The concept of beaming laser power through the atmosphere has been experimen-

tally demonstrated at Mr. Haleakola in ltawaii and at Albuquerque, NM. Most

of the commercial satellites over the U. S. could be reached by a laser/telescope

system located on the Naval Air Weapons Station (NAWS) at China Lake, Cal-

ifornia. This location has 260 clear days per year (more than any other feasible

, Text provided by Dr. lI. E. Bennet,t, Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons l)ivision, Research
Department C023103,(619) 939-1440.
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site in the U. S.). The system will I)(, installed at an altitiMe of nearly 6000 feet.

q'he astrononlical seeing is excellent; tile, _rea is entirely surrounded by restricte(I

a,irspa.ce. Tllis facility will Im a l_roi,oi,ylm for five other systelns around the worl_l,

wtlicll will provide laser power beaIllillg to all st_tellites a I_d l_llt tlw llIlit,ed States

into the posilion of world leader ill I_ower beanfing to space and in satellite tecll-

noiogy. This dual Ilse facility will provide ilundreds of jobs, mostly for contractor

personnel, during both constructioll and operation. It is expected to be funded

in large part by commerciM compallies, as is the nearby geothermM power plant,

second largest in the IJnited States, also on NAWS China Lake land and a large

volume electrical power source for SI'_LENE.

Letters have been exchanged between the Commander of the Naval Air Warfare

Center Weapons Division (NAWCWPNS) and N,_tionM Air and Space Admin-

istration (NASA) personnel concernitlg the responsibilities of each organization.

SELENE will be a tenant activity at NAWS and NAWCWPNS will have admin-

istrative responsibility both for the site and for tile laser. NAWCPNS will assume

no financia, l responsibility for funding the SELENE project. NASA will be respon-

sible for the telescope and for system integration. Kamal_ Corp. has built, under J

contract to NASA/Marshall Space I"light Center a small operation prototype of

the adaptive optics telescope and it is currently under evaluation by NASA.

Both NASA and DoD have full¢led SEI,IiZNI!', since 1991, a significant amount

of work has already been done and Itl()re is imminent. I"or approx;mately $20M the

I"I':I, ma.y be purchased from Russia, where some coml)onents for a tech1_ologically

advanced IrEI, have beell built. A trip was made. to see tlwse components in Novosi-

birsk, Russia in the sulnlner of 19!)3 and an in-depth collM)ora,tive (;valuation of

the Russian laser system by Los Alamos National Laboratory, Stanford University

and the Naval Postgraduate School is planned when funding becomes availat)le.

A prelilninary (:onstruction plan for tile China Lake site is nearly colnplete and a

Sl)Onsor funded eilvironmental illll_a(,l, state_nent will be (lev('loped when funding

becomes available.
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7. MILITARY APPLICATIONS

7.1 INTROI)UCTION

Accelerator systems are important to military applications for many of the

sanle reasons that there are commercial a pl_lications. There are also special a,p-

plications such as weapons etTects simulation and flash x-ray studies of implosion

systems.

7.2 HYDRODYNAMIC TESTING OF IMPLOSION SYSTEMS*

Hydrodynamic testing of implosion systems for nuclear weapons primary sys-

tems ht, s _ssumed great importance since illl(lerground testing has been stopped.

With the probabil:ty that the test ban is pe,'111anent, hydrolesting, as the process

is called, is the. only experimental verification of device performance that is possi-

ble. This experimental verification is needed to calibrate computer simulatiol_s, to

validate the computer codes, and to test tt_e sensitivity of tile device to changes in

environment or ageing of the constituellt materials. Nuclear weapon safety is one

of the issues that can be assessed dllring above-ground hydrotesting.

Among the several diagnostic techniques used in hydrotesting, x-ray radiogra-

phy is the one method of providing data froln late in the implosion. To make these

tests, extremely intense l_ursts of high-energy x rays _tre Ilsed to photograph tim

ongoing implosion. The x rays arc, generated with a linear accelerator operating in

a, single bunch mode.

The radiographic technique usiIlg a low-frcqlu:mcy rf linac, called Phermex, was

developed at Los Alamos in the early 1960's. More recently, a second generation

facility was built at I,LNI, using a linear ill¢lllction accelerator. The success of

FXR, as the LLNL facility is known, and tile age and obsolescence of Phermex, ilas

resulted in a new project _tt I_os Alan-ms called I)AI{IIT for Dllal Axis Radiogral,hic

, Text provided by W. B. ll('.rrrnannsfel(tt.
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ltydrodynanlic q_st. ltlitial plans call for a sit@e arm to be built using the best

state-of-the-art act'elerator technitlU('s to insure the smallest possible bean l spot

for the best l)Ossible resolution consislmit with the intensity requirements.

t
7.3 Put, sEo X-RAY SOUttCES FOIl WEAI'ONS EFI,'ECTS SIMULATIONS

Pulsed power accelerators generate a high-energy-density plasma of positively-

charged nuclei and free electrons abollt 1 crna in volume and lasting about 10 ns.

The plasma is heated eitl,er by collw,rsion of short-pulse electrical energy to in-

tense beam energy or I)y conw, rsioll of electrical energy illto a magneti(,ally-driven

ilnploding l)lasma forme(l froln an a11111,1arl)lasma. The resulting plasma produ('es

a large-scale, multiterawatt, hundreds-of-kilo joule x-ray source to study processes

dominated by radiative heating, ltar(t x rays cause logic upset in electronics; the

effect on integrated circuits in tlu(,lear weapons is studied by bolnbarding lnetal

uurfaces with electrons. Soft x-ray oxperiments represent a large portion of un-

derground and aboveground test programs since energy from a nuclear explosion

initially deposited in weapons debris is rera,.liated mostly in soft x rays. I)amage

from these x rays includes spallalioIl, thermomechanical shock, focused blowoff,

and contained vaporization. Assets at, risk include our entire nuclear stockpile and

weapons and satellites deployed in slmce.

For twenty-five years, aboveground national pulsed-power simulators have sup-

plemented url(lerground testing of stlrvival)ility an(I har(letlillg of hi,clear weapons

and deh'nse compotlerlts. Ilecause of tim llatfield Amen(lrnent, the July 1!)93 ex-

tension of tile n_oratorium, and the likelihood of a coml.)rehensive test ban by

1997, asstiring t]_e Jlation's nllclear competence depends increasingly on analysis of

aboveground tests on these facilitios. With a smaller stockpile today, every weapon

must be reliable and survivable to higher fluences. Political turmoil continues in

former communist countries witll nllclea.r weapons. Because of the need to deal

less with a military threat from countries constituting the former Soviet Union and

_" Text provided by M. A. Sweeney, Smldia National Laboratory
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more with a threat from third world countries and terrorist groups, future weapons

must be rapidly deployed, precise, versatile, convincing in lethality, and opeLable in

a radiation environment. We may need to modify old systems or develop new ones

to meet these requirements. A continuing need exits to replace aging weapon com-

ponents, and new designs may be required to comply with safety, environmental,

and treaty restrictions.

Aboveground experiments on pulsed power accelerators are done at Sandia

National Laboratories, the Naval llesearch l_aboratory, Physics International, the

Naval Surface Weapons Center, aild Maxwell l,al)oratories. Elsewhere, these ex-

periments are (lone using high-power lasers, flasll radiograt_hic core-punching x-ray

facilities, and x-ray simulators.

7.4 ACCELI']RATOR PIIODUCTION OF TllI'I'IIJM

With the aging and shutdown of reactors previously used to pr,gduce tritillm for

the national defense program, methods for insllrillg future supply arc being studied.

Following the successful outcomes of a JASON panel review of lx_s Alamos and

Brookhaven proposals for Accelerator Prodllction of Tritium in January 1992, the

DOE decided to fund an 18-month study of ttw concept. The study was structured

as a. collaboratioll between I_os Alamos Nalional I,aboratory (LANI_, Brooktlaven

National Laboratory (BNI_), and Sandia National Laboratory (SNL). I,ANL is

responsible for the APT accelerator ,'lesign and for a target/blanket and processiIlg

system based on converting tile tritium decay product 3lie back into tritiunl. BNL

is resl)onsible for a target/blanket system silllilar to tile otle presented to the I!;nergy

Research Advisory Board (ERAB) in 198!1, based on a nlatrix of lead and I_iAl rods.

SNL is responsible h>r the environmental, safiq, y, and health evaluation of the APT

design and specifically for coordinating the l)rogrammatic l'2nvironmental Impact

Statement (PEIS). Industrial contracts are being used for engineering support,

costing, and A/E services to define the Balance of Plant (BOP). Tire APT concept

Text provided by R. Jameson, LANL.
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uses a 1000 MeV cw proton linac with beam current oll the order of 200 mA.

Advantages of IIsing an accelerator- l)ased neutron s(mrce for trit, ittm protluctioll

include instant shutdown by turniilg off the beam, and also the ability to scale

readily to smaller production capacity for a lower tritium requirement.

§7.5 ACCELERATOR BASED CONVEIISION OF PI,UTONIUM

In FY 1!)92 an industry-led consortium, led l)y Grumman Aerospace Corpo-

ration (GAC), with Los Alamos as a major partner, proposed to study a special

Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW) system dedicated to convertiIig re-

turrled Russian weapons plut(miutll from dismantled nuclear weapons that have

been eliminated in recent stockpile reduction agreements. _l'he study would de-

volo 1) a systt, m tl_at n_ight I)e bllill in Russia as a joint ll.S./Russian technical

project, and wolll(l also assess th(, fl'asibility ()f implementing an Integrated Test

Facility (ITF) for prototyping th(' All(', process at all upgraded LAM|'F. Milch

discussion continues on the plutonium conversion question, with nearest term pri-

orities being to gain clear control of the material and perhaps to submit it to a

one-pass reprocessing to make it exiremely difficult to handle subversively. Beyond

that point is the issue of economic value that may be realized in a burnup process.

The ABC, system can provide rapi(i t)llrnup, or can be configured to maximize the

positive economic value of the plulollium in producing energy.

§ Text provided by R. Jameson, LANI,
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8. SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

8.1 INTIIOI)I!CTION

This document is certainly not the first to address the opportunities for appli-

cation of particle accelerators to subjects other tllan the traditional ones of particle

and nuclear physics. Dr. ,lames E. Leiss, when hc headed the Office of [Iigh En-

ergy and Nuclear Physics in the DOE Office of Energy l{esearctl, addressed these

same topics in a talk that was reprinted. We iil('lu(le concluding part of that talk

in the next section. A couple of years later, a 1983 study by W. J. Schafer Asso-

ciates t assessed the Accelerator Technology llase. We also reprint the concluding

paragral)h from that report as follows:

"In conclusion, a(tvanc(,s in accelerator t(,('hnology continue to have enor_nous

iml)act, n,;l, only izl high energy and ilu(:lear physics but across a broad

array of ezlergy related and indltstrial al)l)lications. Many of these directly

relate t,o current major national isslu, s. In stark conl.rast the only broad

based fundamental l{&l) effort rernainillg in the II.S., is that sut)ported by

DOE's OEI{. This effort which is dire('i(,(i primarily toward high energy and

nuclear l)hysics l)lUS specific, narrowly directed accelerator developments in

ot,ller areas is inadequate to spawn the I)r(,aktllroughs t)ase(! on totally new

apl)roaches that are: l)rojected to !)¢,a('lli('vable and are ('sse_ltial for important

future apt)li('atioxls. While accelerator r('search a,ti(l techn()logy developtnent

are justilie(I l)y the needs of ]ligll eIl('r_y l)llysi('s alozle, the 1)road array of

applica, tiolls a(l(lressed in this st,tl(ly ('learly i11dicat.('s the nc('(l for and benefits

to be gailled t'rotn an ('Xlm.ll(le(l Ioilg-l, erlll Ilational ('olnlllitlll('lll, to accelerator

research and tecllnoiogy developnlent for lnlllt.il)l(' a.l)pli('ations."

As l,eiss points out in l,lle renlarks reprirlted below, ther(, is presently no ap-

l)ropriate llolne for Inuch of the research l,llat is ll(,e(l(,(l to bring the ai)plications

t Assessnmnt of the Adequacy of II.S. Ac('el(,ralor Technology for I)epartnmnt of Energy
Missions, DO!i;/I,;!{,-()176,W,ISA-83-228, ('.onlra('t No. I)!'3-A(:01-821';!{-40075,.qel)t.elni)er
1983.
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discussed here to fruition. Those of us wtlo have participate(l in this study, are

repeatedly inll)ressed with the comlnercial opportunities that are presently oc-

curing and wil,h those that lie just ahead. Looking to the future, s()me of the

slllaller, llearer tern l, applicatiolls will in fact be developed by prival,e iiMustry.

llowev('r, the larger-scale applicati()ils generally re(luire R&.I) efforts conll)aral_le

to that needed for a large research facility. The time and cost involved ill sucl_

l/&l) efforts is generally beyond lhe reach of even l,he largest private industry.

It is these larger-scale applications llmt address major societal issll(,s of energy,

environxnental restoration, ('allcer treattnent, etc.

We begall planning this Worksllop in connection wittl l)laIls being made t)y

l';xe(:utive C ominil, tee of the APS l)ivision of l)hysics of Beams, together witll the

National Research Council (NRC), (of the National Academy of Science), to pro-

l)ose a study of the field of I)article accelerators. It is our hol)e and anticipation

that the NR('_ study will l)e use(l t,.v tlw ollicials responsible for science and tech-

llology funding ill the C,oIlgress an(l ltw Admillistration to provide nm(:hanisms

for supporl ing the 1host promising applications of accelerator technology. We also

hope that tills (tocument will be of solne assistance to those involved in the Nil.(?

study to gain perspective on the Ol)portunities available for practical application

of accelerator technology.

8.2 TIIE VIEW FROM 1981t

In llis address to the 1981 Particle Accelerator Conference, I)r. James Leiss

listed the challenges that then fa('('(I l,he Accelerator C,ommullity, including:

1. R&D to show how to use prese11! facilities better as well as to find how to go

to tligher energy economically,

2. R&D to find how to limit l,lw electrical power requirements of accelerators,

:l: Guest comment by l)r. James E. l,eiss, l'hysics 'l'oday, July 1981.
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3. The need to find new ways to keep accelerator R&D groups healthy and

productive,

4. Exploring opportunities for joint efforts (with industrial partners), to develop

and prove out new accelerator applications, and

5. Developing inexpensive test beds in which to test new advances or radically

new ideas in accelerator technology.

Leiss goes on to say "that in part these concerns are a result of an inevitable

slowdown as accelerators become larger and more expensive, ttowever in part they

are also the result of bureaucratic and institutional specialization. Federal funding

for accelerator R&D is compartmentalized between agencies and within agencies by

program interests. This compartmentalization produ.ces inflexibility and difficulty

in achieving solutions to several of the problems mentioned above."
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